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nlt is by no means a novel idea that each culture has

certain key elernents which, in an ill-defined way, are crucial
to its distinctive organizationtt (Ortner, L979:93).

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in
ethnicity. A trend in social anthropology, assocíated with

this phenomenon, has been the expanding concern with slnnbol

systems and synbolic anthropology. This thesis is an attenpt
at delineating key elenents of l{innipeg Estonian ethnicity;
elements that are of a syrnbolic nature.

A difficulty in such an undertaking involves the

potential hidden neaning of any given synbol. As a nenber of

the cornmunity in question, this predicanent vras nininized.
The more in¡nediate concerns involved historically tracing the

group in question, and deternining whether or not slnnbolic

continuity actually existed. Secondary docunents, often

written by Estonians the¡nselves, hrere utilized for much of the,

older historical materials. Data for the subsequent sections,

involving the presence of Estonians in Canada, riras gathered

prinrarily through interviews and participant observation. The

research was conducted between l-988 and 199O.

r.t1
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It vras found that many of the key synbols embraced by

Winnipeg Estonians do have their origins in the past.

Furthermore, these slmbols are primarily drawn from two major

periods of independence, and have remained remarkably

consistent both in form and meaning.

The general conclusion is that Winnipeg Estonians can be

considered a tightly-knit ethnic subculture at the core of
which lie particular key slmbols. These symbols, usually

related to sovereignty, serve to not only link litinnipeg

Estonians, but displaced Estonians world wide.
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INIRODUCTION

From the Second World hlar onward, the basic methods

utilized by anthropologists have become quite defined. Non-

hlestern cultures, which the earlier anthropologisÈs had

studied, became known to most members of the discipline. But

as these groups became contacted, affected, ot assirnilated by

the industrial world, and because no rrnehrn groups had been

discovered, post-Second l{orl-d l{ar anthropology has shÍfted
focus.

People no longer exist in pristine litt1e vacuums, if,
indeed, they ever did. Industrialisn has Iinked peoples into
a global economy at a lighting-Iike velocity. Not

surprisingly, a recent trend in anthropology is the increased

focus on social change. Ä second trend, more important for
the purposes of this thesis, is the supposed diligence devoted

to the study of the home society.

In this respect, anthropology has been somewhat lax.

native groups have drawn nuch scholarly attention, and they

most certainly should. Rapid social change may obscure

forever the unique aspects of their culture orr for that

matter, why some of these elements have disappeared. But

anthropology should embrace the study of all hu¡nankind. !{hy
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is it, then, that the study of ethnicity, and the focus on

specific ethnic groups, is accorded comparatively little
attention (at least until the last two decades)?

This is a study of the snall comnunity of Winnipeg

Estonians. In comparison with other ethnic communities, the

Estonians of hlinnipeg are atypical in a nurnber of respects.

Some groups, such as the ltalians of l{ontreal, are flourishing
(see Boissevaín:1,974), but the l{innipeg Estoníans have

remained a small, Iittle known ethnic enclave. Their

community consists of seventy-three individuals. It may be

difficutt to envision how such a snall community can be

viable, or how it has persisted through tine. Some rnay sinply
shrug and view then as a kind of anthropological survival
which will ultinately disappear from view, given the natural
progression of Iife events ín a generation or two.

The significance of this study is related to these

factors. The najority of lilinnipeg Estonians are aged. Many

informants, and perhaps the entire history of the community,

nay consequently retire from sight. Furthermore, Estonians

have resided in Winnipeg for 60 years, yet few people know of

then. There exists no study of t{innipeg Estonians, and very

little literature pertainÍng to Estonians in Canada is
available. Given these reasons, this work rnay fill in a gap

in Estonian-Canadian studies.

One theme, explored in this thesis, details the

importance of Estoniats historical antecedents and how these
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have lent social form to Estonians in Canada. A second theme

addresses the more fa¡niliar and conventional- topics in the

anthropological discussion of ethnicity. Included in this
category are Canadian innigration policies and how these have

affected Estonians. Denographic considerations and settlement

patterns are presented, both for Canada, and !{innipeg. And,

for Winnipeg specifically, organizational aspects of the

Estonian cornmunity are described. These aspects include

occupation, kinship and family, and the formal organizations

of hlinnipeg Estonians. The third chapter is designed to
augrment and anplify the f inal na jor theme in this work.

Essentially, Chapter IfI delineates Estonian key symbols, and

focuses on how these synbols reverberate throughout Estonian

events. This thesis, then, proposes to trace Estoníans

through tine, describe their social forn as it exists in

Winnipeg, and account for the force which animates this

conmunity.

We have mentioned that literature concerning Estonians

is somewhat thin. Scholarly works by Uustalu (L952, L96L),

Raun (1985), Ränk (L976), and Saks (L960), provide,

comprehensive overviews which trace the history and culture

of Estonians. Subsequent works, usually written by Estonians,

owe much to this handful of trclassicrr studies. Unfortunately,

many recent works sinply reiterate these pathfinding studies

and add little in terms of solid analysis. Though

interesting, some are tinged with political or nationalistic
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biases. The Uralic and Àltaic Studies Series, originating
from the University of Indiana in Bloomington, has done

considerable work in filling the gap in literature. .A,gain

though, much of it, deals with historical materials and not

specific case examples.

In tracing the history and early cul-ture of Estonians,

these works do provide a solid foundation. The problem is
that little has been written from an anthropological

perspective. I{ith the exception of Àun's (1985) booki The

Political Refuqees: A Historv of Estonians in Canada, there

are few works presented fron a solid, comparative, analytical
base. This thesis may provide a systematic study of the

lilinnipeg Estonians; a specif ic case example tracing their

social history, describing their ethnic organization, and

accounting for the forces which lend it forn.

Methodology

Às a member of the conmunity in question, it is obvious

that ny period of contact with Estonians has been of the

lengthy variety. But this length of contact does not

axiomatically result in solid anthropological analysis. Bacon

(quoted in Pe1to, 1983:X) suggests that the human nind, tr...as

an uneven mirror distorts the rays of objects according to its

own figure and section, so the nind...in forming its notions

mixes up its ohrn nature with the nature of things. It ft is

likely that complete objectivity is unattainable.
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trObjectivityn is, after all, a word that is apprehended, and

given meaning to, by the subjective mind. Similarly,
interpretations of facts, events, or things, regardless of how

object,ive one attempts to be, are inherently tainted with
subjectivity. The key, it would seem, is to ninirnize, as much

as possible, these elements of subjectivity. The discipline
of anthropology enables one to temper these potential
problems. Put pJ-ainly, a member of a community may take

things for granted or possibly not even notice certain
elements that an outsider would. But if one is avrare of this
factor, one can stand back, and sound research can take place.

Membership in the group also has numerous advantages.

The most obvious involves access to the group in question; it
is by birth, hence, automatic. As a member, one does not have

to spend an extended amount of tine gaining the trust of

informants. fnterviews are granted freely and every conmunity

member is a potential informant. Às a member, one also has

greater access to privileged information; information that an

outsider may have difficulty in acquiring. Furthermore,

language barriers do not exist. One, therefore, does not have

to deal with the problems of acquiring accurate, word by word,

translations, which may often miss the subtle nuances of

actual meaning. Essentially, in-group perceptions, properly

tempered through solid research technique, can result in
fruitful analysis.
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Research techniques involved in this thesis vary. For

the historical naterials found in the first chapter, it was

necessary to consult secondary sources. The intention was to

uncover as rnuch as possible and focus on themes that
consistently repeated to the point that they hrere rrfact.tr The

period involving the first hrave of Estonians in litinnipeg posed

a few problems. There is but one surviving member from this
segrment of the tÍinnipeg Estonian population. fnterviews wj-th

this individual proved invaluable but, stilt, involved only

one primary source. Other Estoníans, who knew members of this
first hrave, qrere subsequently interviewed. As well, old

photos, archival materials, and the lilinnipeg Estonian Society

Book of t¡finutes were utilized. The resulting store of

information did not involve any inconsistencies and, to this

researcher, provide accurate descriptions.

The history of the political refugeesr oD a general

Ievel, involved secondary sources such as KarI Àun's work, The

Political Refuqees: A History of Estonians in Canada. To

complement this material, Iife histories of the Winnipeg

Estonians were used

For much of the remainder of the thesis, prinary source

data hras utilized. Participant observation, interviews,

photographic evidence, and archival materials, furnished the

butk of the data for organízational and event-related topics.

The intent was to describe particular phenomena to the fullest
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extent and arrive at conclusions that are, to this writer,
accurate and logical.
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CIIAPTER I

BACKGROT'TTD AÌID SOCIAL HISIìORY

Introduction

The lilinnipeg Estonians keep a rather low profile. This

fact, probabÌy due to the small population residing in
Winnipeg, is not replicated in many other Estonian cornmunities

throughout Canada and the United States. Kart Àun, in his
book on Toronto Estonians, has argued that, ,t...because

Estonians uringled freery with the canadian populace whire

naintaining a fierce pride in their Estonian heritage, the
group enjoys far greater recognition in Canada than their
snall numbers warrantrr (1985:L). Furthermore, although

Canadians may have encountered Estonian individuals casually

or personally, rr. . .very few know much about, themrr (Aun,

l-985: L ) .

A ferr points are worthy of rnention. Aun speaks of a

fierce pride in Estonian nat,ional heritage. It is ny feeling
that this, and other aspects of Estonian ethos and ethnicity,
are related to particular events in the history of the

Estonian people. Because it is tikely that few people know

about Estonians, it nay be that this work will partially fiII

9
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a gap and help us in comprehending Estonians and the nature

of their ethnicity.

Background

Estonia (since the L944 Soviet annexation, termed the

Estonian Soviet Social-ist Republic) lies adjacent to the

eastern shore of the Baltic Sea. A small land, presently

coraprising l-7,000 square miles, it is f airly typical both

clinatically and geologically of countries bordering the more

southerly shores of the Ba1tic. !{ith the exceptíon of the

glacialty scraped coastal fringe bordering the Gulf of

Finland, Estonia possesses a moraine landscape sinilar to
Denmark or Germany. Though the latitude of Estonia is
comparable to Churchill, Manitoba, prevailing south-westerly

winds provide a tempering effecti mean winter tenperatures of

-7 degrees Celsius are not a radical departure from the mean

sunmer temperature of 17 degrees Celsius. Precipitation is

moderate and averages 22.3 inches annually (Krepp, L961,:LO-

11) .

Estonia is the northernmost of the Baltic states. It is

Iocated in the midst of a number of mariti¡ne and terrestrial

thoroughfares. To the north, the 60 nile wide Gulf of Finland

joins Estonia to its linguistic brethren. The Ba1tic Sea, to

the west, has historically been the focus of an invigorat,ing

trade (and more than occasional hostility) between Estonia and

its marine acquaintances. On the east, only two naÈural
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passageways connect Estonia and the Russian plains. Both of
these, the pass at Narva crossing the Peipsi basin and the

route between Petseri and Pskov, have historically been

extremely inportant routes in an otherwise impassable East-

I{est orientation. To the south, either overland or by water,

there are no physical barriers.
Given the fact that Estonia is located in the midst of

these natural crossroads, the possibilities for vigorous

material, cu1tural, or economic exchange, are obvious.

Equally true, but perhaps not as obvious, is the fact that
exchange does not always follow reciprocal paths. Estonia has

been the focal point of a series of political machinations and

hostilities that have reduced the achievements of many

generations, the most recent of which was the forcible Soviet

occupation of L944. ft is ny intention to briefly describe

seven distinct phases of Estonian history, beginning with the

Prehistoric era, and culminating with the politicat refugees

that comprise the najor focus of this thesis.

The Prehistoric Era

enitotogists and archaeologists disagree as to when the

region now known as Estonia was first inhabited or where these

first inhabitants originated. For the purposes of this
thesis, these origins are, at best, tangential. Stone age man

Itas, in aII liketihood, very urobile, and it would seem

unreasonable to call palaeolithic reindeer hunters that some
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8,000 years ago resided within the present day boundaries of
Estonia, rrEstoniansrr. What can be said, however, is that by

20OO 8.C., the peopling of Estonj_a was characterized by far
less nomadism than in the earliest prehistoric times (uustatu,

L952:L5-1-6). Uustalu has argued that by the beginnings of the
rrBoat-Axe Culturerr, around 2000 8.C., Estonia hras populated

by hunters and fishermen whose subsistence nas augrmented by

cattle raising and element,ary forms of agriculture (L9s2:1-6).

The net result or defining feature of this early era may be

said to incrude the concentration and connection of people

within more or less discrete geographic regions.

In Estonia, the end of stone age and the beginnings of
the Bronze age occurred around L3O0 B.C. For Estonia, the

Bronze age (l-300 500 B.c. ) denotes a period of ti¡ne rather
than of culture because of a dearth of Bronze artifacts. Lead

and copper srere not rrdiscoveredrr in Estonia. Those bronze

artifacts that are in evidence probably originated from the

region once known as East Prussia. The inhabitants of the

Vistula river region of East Prussia, which according to Saks

(1960:L6) included some peripheral groups of Estonians,

probably received Bronze from other groups in exchange for
native amber. A feature of this ê9ê, the so-caIled

Gorodistche Culture, are settlements typified by heavy

fortification and usually found on defensible locations such

as hilIs. Almost always near good agricultural land, they

Lrere aLso associated wiÈh natural trade routes, such as the
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Pärnujõgi and Enajõgi in Estonia, and the rivers Dvina,

Dnieper, and Volga in Russia. The trend seems to point to a

shíft from a band-like subsistence to something that may

approximate the leveL of permanent independent or autono¡uous

villages (Townsend, 1985 zI44-L46). The location of these

village settlenents on trade routes seems to hint at a rarger
sphere of econonic or political relations.

ft is during the fron Àge, however, that the greatest

transitions are evident. Not onry are shifts in subsistence

leve1s and material culture witnessed, but a widening

politico-economic scheme occurs. Uustalu (L952:L8) has

suggested a fourfold subdivisÍon of the fron Age, and for sake

of convenience his typology will be used. It reads as

follows: Pre-Roman Iron Age, 500 B.C. 0t Roman fron Àge -
0 - 400 À.D.; the Middle Iron Àge between 4O0 and 800 A.D. t

and the Last lron Age lasting from 800 A.D. until Estonian

subjugation early in the thirteenth century.

The Pre-Roman lron Àge can be characterized as a period

which crystallized the shift from seni-nomadisn to sedentisn.

No longer were fishermen-hunters concentrated on coastal

regions or lakes. The continued enphasis on agriculture and

the adoption of fertilizers did, however, result in the tying
of the Estonian farmer to their respective farmsteads.

Because the soils on the Western (coastal) fringes had been

inundated several times, there was a notivation for farming

and cattle-breeding populations to reside in the more
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favorable central and eastern regions. !{ith the exception of

a stronger emphasis on agriculture and the concomitant

permanent settlements, transitions do not appear to be too

drastic. The same cannot be said for the Roman Iron Àge.

It is during the Roman lron Age (O-4OO Ä.D. ) that the

first considerable increases in trade, oD what could arguably

be termed an rrinternationalrt leve1, are in evidence. Raw

netals are very scarce in Estoniai consequentlyr âDy metal

utensils, jewellery, or r¡eapons, must have been inported

either in the form of ralrr materials or as f inished goods.

Uustalu has argued that the prinary source of metal was still
from the south: metal goods of East Prussian origin arrived

in Estonia via Latvia and Lithuania. Other southerly circuits
of exchangê, such as the direct sea route to the Goths on the

Vistula (Weishel) river, played secondary conmercial roles

(Uustalu, L952z2L). What h¡as exchanged? Various scholars

suggest that Estonia played the role of a middle man in the

bartering of Finnish furs for raÌ¡ metals (see Uustalu,

L952:21). This would suggest that the irnportance of the Roman

Iron Age in fostering commerce ttas indeed far-reaching (see

Indreko, 1961:28-30). Full-tine farmers became part-tine

merchant,s in an ever widening socioeconomic arena. This

period of considerable progress came to an abrupt end with the

collapse of the western half of the Roman Enpire.

This aforementioned collapse ushered in the Middle lron

Age (400-800 A.D. ) and coincíded with the Balt,ic region losing
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contact with the Germanic wor1d. As the Goths of the Vistula
River region retreated southward, they vrere almost

simulÈaneously replaced by what Uustalu refers to as ilslavs[

who effectively cut off the previously established commercial

routes (Uustalu, L952223). Two cultural centres, Semgallia

and Klaipeda in Latvia and Lithuania respectively, did

continue to influence Estonia, albeit in a dininished fashion.

What we find then, is that ltBaltic Culture,rt during the Middle

Iron Age, was left in somewhat of a vacuum as far as external

contacts got until nev/ social and economic circumstances

redefined Estonia,s position.

Between the years 8OO and LZOO, spurred by an eastward

movement of European centers of trade and learning, wê are

confront,ed with another period of vigorous cultural and

econor¡ic progress. This Last Iron Age coincides with a

Byzantine influence which served to reinstigate trade by the

seafaring Scandinavians through or near to- Estonia. Viking

conmerce, which in previous years had a westward focus, turned

south-eastward and again Estonia found herself strategicalty
placed. The prosperity cont,inued well after the Scandinavian

adoption of Christianity. Though the adoption of Christianity
somewhat diffused Viking trade, hence Estonian interests in
it, it also radically decreased viking warfare. With the

cessation of Viking hostilities, other peoples, including the

Estonians, hlere not as hindered in their attempts to profit

in the far-reaching economic theatre which Europe was becorning
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aby the year 1000. Byzantium, however, h¡as not singular as

prime influence on the Estonian economy.

One other major economic center, namely Novgorod in
Russia, played a cruciat role in shaping the Estonian economy.

Uustalu (L952226) suggests that Estonia hras keenly avrare of
the economic potential which Novgorod presented and Estonians

h¡ere quick to take advantage of Novgorod's circle of
influence. He argues that perhaps no greater source of wealth

ever accumulated in the country than during the last century

of the prehistoric era (L952226).

Uustalu uses the presence of particular coins as indices

of the degree and direction of involvement in trade. He

points to the fact that only in Gotland have there been more

coins Itdiscovered. rl Those found in Estonia include

approximately 4rOO0 Arabic coins, some 6,000 of German and

Anglo-Saxon origin, and a few hundred that derived from

Byzantiurn.

l{ith the large number of influences and the location of
Estonia in the nidst of a vigorous but potentially volatile
economic scenario, it is not surprising that intensities would

once again peak. The major culprit in this next transitional
peak was the Northerly expansion of the Teutons, the Ger¡nanic

Order of the Brethren of the Sword, later known as the Order

of Teutonic Knight,s. Let us briefly summarize the social

order up to that point.
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Vuorela (L964zL7O) has argued that Estonia, by the end

of the prehistoric period, was the trstrongestrr of the Balto-

Finnic people. The reasons for this appear three-fo1d.

Estonia was, at this point, a country subdivided into
counties, each of which was gtoverned by elected elders. Eight

large and four small counties, led by their respective

representatives, would confer periodically on questions

relating to trade, mutual adninistration, and to conclude and

repeal treaties of peace and war. The political units appear

to have been independent clan-Iike entities that, as a whole,

acted as a kind of federation. The important point was that
no tribute was paid outside of the federation (see Uustalu

I96L:33 ) .

In addition to the politically autonomous federation

which adninistered a vigorous agrarian base, many Estonian

farmers hrere also active part-time merchants. This had the

result of concentrating much wealth in Estonia to the degree

that even Saaremaa (the agrículturally unsuitable island off

the west coast of Estonia) achieved prosperity. These two

factors, a well adninistered agrarian base supplenented bV,

sporadic mercantilisn, placed Estonia in a rather lucrative
position. These elements hrere further complemented by the

third and finat factor, namely, the decline of viking

hostitities. The cessation of Viking hostilities enabled

Estonia to take part in the trade v¡ith the East. ft also

effectively opened up the Baltic to Estonian raiding. Piracy,
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¡nodelled after the Scandinavians and including the typical
Iongboat,s, became more evident while defensive measures still
had to be taken against Scandinavians and, novr, the

Novgorodians.

Uustalu (L952:3) has pointed out that between the years

1O3O and l-192, there hrere at least thirteen separate carnpaigns

instigated by Èhe Russians which the Estonians had to repel.
StiII, during this twilight period, Estonia prospered. This

prosperity, however, $ras one without extended hope.

Internationally, Estonia conprised a rrpagan wedgerl

between a number of powerful Christian nations, and under the

masquerading cloak of the Crusades, there hrere several

attempts to subjugate thern (Uustalu L952:31). The first rnajor

invaders hrere the Teutons who, by founding Lübeck in 1159,

captured much of the Baltic trade, and in all likelihood
competed in piratical endeavors. The first report of that
period, and one of the first major historical accounts that
dealt specifically with Estonians, Iras that by a priest of the

Archbishop of Riga, Henricus de Lettis, He refers to
Estonians as one people; rrEstonesrt being used for all of the,

clans. Henricus de Lettis (or Henry of Livonia) chronicles

the introduction of a dark era for the Estonian people, a time

when once defeated in their fight for independence, they found

themselves under German ecclesiastical and feudal suppression.
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The Historic Era

The First l{ar of Independence

The historical period, by and large coterminus with the
period of Estonian serfdom, vras a tine of hardship for the
people of Estonia. Year after year, military campaigns vrere

waged against the Estonians, ultimately leaving them in a

servile position for some 7o0 years. This section wirr focus

upon the years im¡nediately preceding the nilitary seizure of
Estonia, and will- highlight certain episodes during the

centuries of foreign rule.
fn 1L80 the first German missionary, Meinhard, later to

become Bishop ÌIeinhard in 1186, attempted to bring
Christianity and its politico-economic concomitants to the

Estonians. He did not fare well. Rome, already acutely ahrare

of the advantages to be gained by Christianizing the

inhabitants of the region, proclained a crusade against the

Ba1tic wedge in 1193. In l-1-98, a second more war-Iike Bishop,

Bishop Berthold, attempted this enterprise. Though his troops

were victorious in the first clash against the Livonians,

Berthold was nortally wounded. The Baltic peoples, 
"potr"U

by this moral victory, swept the entire region of a1l

missionary and Crusader influence. In 120O, however, Bishop

Albert with the Pope's blessing, spearheaded a great force of
crusaders who succeeded in subduing the Livs, the Latvians,

and finally the Estonians. The Pope, impressed with Bishop
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Albert's achievements, dedicated the captured Ba1tic territory
to the Virgin Mary.

By LzOg the subjugation of the Livs, Letgallians, and

Latvians vras complete. The Estonian situation, however, stirr
posed a disconcerting dilemma to the crusaders. uustalu
(1,961-:34) argues that the Gernan princes hrere so invorved in
their own rivarries and concern over the rrpropertt distribution
of spoils, that effective campaigns against the Estonians

proved increasingty more difficutt to organize. rn addition,
Russians, Danes, and swedes hrere arso exerting their infruence
against Estonia. These nations, though not involved in open

hostilities with the Teutons, posed a potential threat Ín
waiting. For this reason, pacts of alliance usually invorving
promises of benevolent trade relations rrere attenpted.

Henricus de Lettis writes: trrhe Livonian church was thus nort

beset with many tribulatíons, inasmuch as it was in the midst

of many nations and the adjacent Russians, who all took

counsel together over hrays to destroy it. Àccordingly the

Rigans decided to send messengers to the King of pskov to see

if perchance they could arrange some terms of peace n¡ith him.

Arnold was sent with his conpanions to the King of pskov,

to see if he would accept peace and open a road for Rigan

merchants into his country. The King received thern with
benign affection and rejoiced with the¡n in the tranquillity
of peace. Ànd alL rejoiced, since they could nohr more

securely h¡age war against the Estonians and the other pagans.
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And this they did" (1961-:L0O-103). What we find, then, are

a number of powerful nations conpleting pacts of non-

aggression and turning their military attentions towards the

conmon enemy, the Estonians.

Between L2OB and L227, a series of battles invol_ving the

amalgamated forces of the Christians further sapped the

already dininished numerical strength of the Estonian

defenders. À crucial skirmish in L2Lg, Ied by King Valdemaar

II, who thirteen years earlier had failed in his atternpt to
seize Saaremaa, resulted in the Danish occupation of the

stronghold of Räva1a. Later named Reval by the Danes and

Tallinn (froru Taani Linn neaning Danish town) by the

Estonians, it was later to become the capital of Estonia. The

inportance of Tallinn hras that it provided a base for the

extension of Danish conquest to the counties of Råvala,

Harjumaa, Järvamaa, Virumaa, and later, Läänemaa. Saaremaa,

however, remained independent, and on the initiatives of the

arny based in Saaremaa, the Estonians in L223 succeeded in
freeing the entire country of invaders. The one notable

exception vras Taltinn which remained under Danish control.
This was the last gasp in the Estonian's fight for self-

determination. By L224, owing to the dilution of its defenses

to all borders, resistance had crumbled. Ln L2Z7 the foreign
occupation of Estonia hras complete, Saaremaa hras conquered by

a large force advancing over the frozen Balt,ic sea. The war

for independence had been lost.
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Serfdom

Between L227 and 1-91,9 Estonia could be considered a land

of peasants controlled and governed by a series of foreign
upper classes. These foreign upper classes include the Danes,

the Livonian Confederation, the Swedes, and the Russians.

This sectíon will briefly detail- some of the more inportant

features or events of one of the lowest periods in the history
of the Estonian people, leading up to the conscious attempt

to restore Estonian cultural vitality-the period of trNational

Awakening. rl

Danish rule initially involved a degree of legal status

for Estonians. Treaties entitted the Estonians a certain
amount of autonomy, the right to own land, and absolute

individual freedom. Between L227 and 1343 this lega1 status

deteriorated progressively to the point that a great uprising
the Revolt of St. George's Eve - attempted to expunge all

foreign rule. The revolt had extended potitical effects, not

because it hras successful, but because it hras quashed by a

third party, the Order of Teutonic Kníghts. The Danes

rrrepaidrr the Teutonic Knightts milit,ary intervention by

selling them their land claims in Estonia. This ushered in
the second phase of foreign rule in L346 when the Livonian

Confederation, the Teutonic Order, became the sovereÍgn pov,rer.

Present day Estonia and Latvia encompass the area

occupied by the Livonian Confederation. On Estonian

territory, this hras subdivided into the Teutonic Order, who
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h¡ere the largest landowners, the Àrchbishopric of Riga, the
Bishopric of Tartu, and the Bishopric of Läänemaa-saaremaa.

To further fraction any cohesion, towns, cities, and vassals

also wielded a certain amount of political crout. only one

cooperative political organization, namely the Diets composed

of vassals and overrords, existed to counteract the tension

between randowners in their unending exertions to obtaín

absolute control.
Two sinultaneous factors hrere occurring during this

permanent political posturing. On one hand, the peasantrs

status continued to deteriorate. perhaps more important,

however, hras the continued development of nation-states
surrounding the fractionated Livonian Confederation that rrere

superior to it in Èerms of political cohesion and military
night. A crisis was imminent.

fvan the Terrib1e, in the interests of the principality

of Moscow, had actually achieved a full victory against the

Livonian Confederation but received none of the spoils. The

breakdown of the Livonian Confederation resulted in the nobles

of Harju-Viru and the city of Tatlinn surrendering to the

Swedes and not the Russians. The Teutonic Order followed a

simitar path and surrendered to the Polish-Lithuanian st,ate

while Saaremaa and Läänemaa came under Danish control. The

demise of the Livonian Confederation, and its apportÍonment

between Denmark, Sweden and Poland, along with Russian

exclusion, culminated in a sequence of lrars between the
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aforementioned protagonists. The resul-t of these hostilities
was that Estonia was brought under the singular rule of Sweden

in t645. Though the estate oerners remained nostly cerman,

their J-ega1 or administrative sway declined.

The constant warfare, crop failures, and other factors,

bode iII for the peasant; economicatly, peasants hrere stitl
poorly off. Their legal status, hohrever, inproved

dramatically. Peasants could now seek the aid of the state

courts against landlords whose absolute povrer gradually

diminished. Education also made great strides. The founding

of Tartu University, in L632, hras a Swedish endeavor that
allowed peasant children to also enter, ât least in theory.

This third era of foreign rule, the Swedish era, came to an

abrupt end with the Great Northern lilar that began in L7LO.

The brief improvement in peasant status ended q¡ith it.
Peter the Great had appropriated, through the peace

treaty of L72L, all of Estonia and Livonia. The terms of

capitulation re-establ-ished all the privileges which the

German nobility had exercised prior to the Swedish reforms.

This further crystallized when the Russian supreme court, in
L74O, çtave legal blessing to Serfdom. Uustalu ( 1-96L:39)

relates cases where peasants hrere sold, exchanged, or given

ahray as gifts. Essentially, the landlords had absolute power

over the lives of their peasants.

The deterioration of the peasant's condition htas not

without side effects. The economy of the great estates also
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suffered. rt u¡as, in part, due to this that the next czar,
Alexander r, enacted decrees to partially protect the peasants

of Estonia and Livonia

Between L8O2 and 1804, laws enabting peasants to ou,n

property and, in rare instances, to inherit land, were passed.

These raws were actualized differently in Estonia than in
Livonia, with unrest being more frequent, in the former.

Disturbances became increasingry more frequent, and landowners

reacted by freeing the peasants from serfdom while retaining
absolute land ownership in 19L6. The slightly more benevorent

Iaws in place in Livonia also lost their efficacy, and these

nobles freed their serfs in L820.

The peasants did not prosper under these neu¡ rrreforms. rt

Rather, the free contract princíple abrogated peasant land

ournership and resurted in rent contingent upon the whin of the

landlord. The net result was an increasing unrest anong the

Estonian peasantry, disdain for the care of the landholdings,

and conspicuous demonstrations of dissatisfaction with the

Germanic nobility.
Perhaps the most dramat,ic expression of this unrest was,

the mass conversion of peasants fron the Lutheran Church to
the Orthodox Church. This public display against the Lutheran

landholders resulted in further reforms between 1849 and 1860.

Resultant agrarian laws, such as the possibility of freehold

land purchase, Ì¡ere supplernented by further reforms by the

Czar, Alexander II. The most important of these was the
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separation of peasant conmunities from the guardianship of the

randowners in l-866. Finarly, the aborition of rent services

came into existence in 1868.

This final era of foreign servitude, though one of the

most pernicious in the history of the Estonian people, was not

without irnportant consequences. The freeing of the serfs,
though initially economically disastrous, provided for the

formation of an educationar system. This, in connection with
the srow but steady growth of a crass of Estonian randhorders,

ushered in a period of curtural revival-a conscious period of
National Awakening.

National Ã,wakening

Aun has referred to the Estonian National Awakening as

sonething which approximates a |tguasi-revolutionil (1985:6) .

ft is during this period that some of the most inportant
strides hrere initiated by the Estonian people, cuhninating in
the proclamation of independence by the Estonian Democratic

Republic on February 24th, 1918. This section will illuninate
the interconnected phenomena which affected the people of
Estonia, and how the EsÈonian populace reacted to the changingr

social conditions, in turn giving a neh¡ form to the larger
social framework.

ft is difficult to place the various socíal factors in
any kind of cohesive tenporal framework: some elements predate

others whiLe some continued to be influential throughout this
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rrquasi-revolution.tr In sorne semblance of seguence, then, the

following rnust be considered: l-) the abolition of serfdom,

2) the prevalence of nehr hlestern ideas particularly the

notíon of modern Iiberal-romantic nationalism, 3) Ioca1

governmental reforms and the subsequent ability of Estonian

forces to compete both potiticalty and judiciatty with the

German-Baltic nobility | 4) the rise of "l independent class

of Estonian peasant freeholders, 5) the role of Czarist-
oriented reforms permeating throughout all of the

aforementioned components, 6) the growth of the urban sector

and, finally, 7 ) the vigorous rise in education throughout

the LSOO's (Àun, l-985:6-7); (Uustalu , Lg52:1-1-O-1-36).

The defeat of the Russians in the Crimean War affected

Russia in two major nays. First, it heJ-ped introduce ideas

of liberalism to Russia, but, perhaps more importantly, it
pointed to internal weaknesses in the Russian system. Liberal

ideas, already prevailing throughout much of Europe, hrere

adopted by Czar Alexander If, not due to the Czarts love of

liberalism, but because of some cold, hard facts. Russia

lost, principally, because of what Uustalu refers to as

fteconomic backwardnessr' (L952:110 ) . Russia's nilitary
potential could not be increased given the prevailing sociaL

and political conditions. Transformations hrere underway.

We have mentioned factors such as the abolition of

serfdom, the removal of rent service, and the associated

effects on the peasantry. l{e have also mentioned the increase
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in peasant uprisings. Disturbances and public displays were

becoming increasingty more frequent and hrere actually
compounded by the reforms of Czar Àlexander II. The Czat's

demonstration of povrer in the field of reforms and,

conconitantly, the German nobiliÈy's lack of it, further
opened the eyes of the Estonian peasants. This hras, however,

not an easy period of transition.
Some of the nehr laws, imperfectly understood by the

peasants, resulted in further demonstrations. In one

instance, the peasants of the Äniya estate journeyed to
Tallinn to inquire at the Chancellory of the Governor General

the meaning of some of the new articles. Uustalu (1-952:1-09)

points out that they hrere surumariLy arrested and sentenced to
severe floggings. Events such as these made deep impressions

on the collective minds of the Estonian peasantry. But, with
the Czar's local government reforms, they also paved the way

for Estonians to compete with German hegemony. They opened

up ideas of social action, not necessarily on political

Iines, but on economic ones.

Hand in hand with their hegemony being threatened'

financial difficulties beset a large number of the German

Iandholders, many of whom r^rere absentee. They hrere forced to
sell or rent their estate lands to the Estonian peasant.

Slowly but surely, Estonian peasants came to form a class of
peasant proprietors or small holders. An economicalty

independent Estonian farmer class hras being created.
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Sinultaneously, according to Àun (1995:6), the growth of
cities offered nehr opportunities and careers for Estonians.

Thís general prosperity; the improvement of the peasants legat
and economic status, created conditions that made the
phenomena of National Àwakening a possibility.

Major strides in education erere arso an important
element. Aun has argued that in Estonia, irliteracy had for

"rl intents and purposes been wiped out by the end of the
nineteenth century. rn Russia four-fifths or tne population

remained irriterate (L985:7). Ärong with this high rate of
riteracy, the university of Tartur ân outstanding university
with a strong liberar tradition, acted as an intellectual
catalyst. Estonians vrere not intellectually pararysed and

became more abre.to respond to the prevailing ideas of the

ti¡nes. But what qrere these ideas? Notions of nationhood and

liberal-romantic nationalism were phenomena that occurred in
varying degrees on a pan-European revel. Exactly how strongry
these ideas affected the various nations, or Estonia in
particurar, is difficurÈ to articurate. considering the high

rate of literacy, along with the fact that many of these

themes had their epicentre in Tartu (the seat of professionars

and of intellectuar thought in Estonia), it is safe to assume

that the effects vrere more than nininal. These ideas of
nationhood, along with the strides in education and the

creat,ion of an economically independent, farmer crass, hrere

crucial factors in spurring on the National å,wakening. This
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phenomena r¡as, as Uustalu phrases it, the rrneh¡ f act that
Iinked and inspired every political, economic, and literary
activity. ..this awakening of national sentimentrr (L9522L22).

I{e have briefly outlined some of the social factors which

have given form to the Estonian condit,ion circa 1860. It is
difficult, to envísion exactly how this character change

occurred. Ideas of changing social conditions, cIass, or

national consciousness, and a seemingly infinite series of
events spurred on by and, in turn, spurring on other events,

come to nind. In any case, in only two generations Estonia

emerged as a modern nation, with an econornical-Iy independent

middle c1ass, conscious of its cultural identity and confídent

of its collective future (Àun, 1-985:6). It is not ny

intention to simply state how the larger social fra¡nework

affected Estonia. t{hat is perhaps more inportant is how the

Estonian half of the dichotorny reacted to these shifting
social conditions. It is useful to discuss some of the

factors and key individuals involved at this juncture.

Ttro persons appear to have been at the forefront of the

nascent Estonian National Awakening. Friedrich R. Faehlmann

was the founder of the Estonian Learned Society, which had it,s

origins in L838. The founding of this society, along with a

general upsurge in the level of education, furthered the

already extant economic and political antagonism toqrard the

German-Baltic nobility. The editors of, Estonia: Storv of a

Natíon (L974), naintain that Faehlmann, in his boyhood, heard
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Estonian folksongs of a regendary hero: Karevipoeg (the son

of Kalev). Later, along with his contemporary and the second

significant leader of the Awakening, Friedrich R. Kreutzward,

they began to amass a series of the ord Estonian fork sonçts,

folk tales, and stories. Faehlmann's death, in 1950, Ieft
Kreutzwald to finish the task alone. Karevipoeg, consisting
of the existing fork rnyths along with Kreutzwaldrs ohrn poetry

filling in the various gaps in continuity, appeared in LBs7.

This nationar epic was to have immense impact in infruencing
the National Awakening.

Àt the same tine as Katevipoeg appeared, the first
Estonian newspaper, rater named the Eesti-postimees, became

an important erement in spreading Estonian nationalisn. These

occurrences were onry made possible due to the flourishing
social, economic, and culturar conditions in Estonia at the

tiure. Much like a Durkhei¡nian socíal fact, however, the

Ã,wakening htas greater than the sum of its constituent parts.

The wheers had been set in motion. rn tg69 the first Estonian

national song festival occurred on the initiatives of J.vü.

Janssen. These song festivals remain key slnnbols to the

Estonians in exile to this day (see Chapter IfI, page 1Lg).

L87L sar+ the foundation of the Estonian Literary society and

the birth of Estonian theatre and drama.

By L8t8, two distinct and opposing schools of thought had

appeared. The more moderate school, led by the chairman of
the Estonian Literary Society and the Alexander Schoo1
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committee, Jakob Hurt, worked for a generar improvement in
social conditions and Estonj-an culture. carr Jakobson, the
leader of the radicar school, fronted vigorous sociar activity
designed specificalty to counteract the excesses of the
nobilíty, the German-Bartic est,ate owners. Between 1g7B and

l-882, Jakobson attracted a huge following. He was also at the
focar point of some resentment. The Germans, for obvious

reasons, had a profound hatred for Jakobson, but some

Estonians, objecting to Jakobsonrs affiliation with the

Russians in attempting to achieve his poriticar aims, vrere

also in opposition. Jakobson's mandate for equarity with the

Germans eventualry won out over Hurt and the moderate school,

but the resurt was anti-crinatic. Jakobson,s sudden death in
l-882, coupled with Hurtts withdrawar from the mainstream of
poriticar activity, left both schoors without effective
leadership. Subsequently, a decline in nationalistic
activities resulted. The one notabre exception h¡as the public

unveiling of the blue, black, and white flag, later to become

the national flag, amidst a great ceremony in 1994. It was

not necessarily the weakening of Estonian wherewithal,

however, that urtinatery led to the demise of the National-

Àwakening. Àn externaL presence, in the form of Czar

Alexander rrr, woutd have in aLr likerihood succeeded in
quashing the Ä,wakening even Íf Estoniars centrat catalysts
h¡ere to have remained active.
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Russification and Revival

czar Alexander rr spearheaded the Russian directive of
Pan-sravisn, namely, the denationarization, Russification, or
extermination of any peoples who hrere not of slavic
extraction. uustaru (L952:l-36) argues that one of Alexander

rrils first actions vras to send a functionâry, senator N.A.

llanassein, to the Bartíc provinces to report on the rocal
conditions of the peasantry. It{anassein, welcomed by the
peasantry and rikery not hinserf an advocate of pan-sravism,

reported to the czar in 1884. Essentially, three-fourths of
the peasantry hrere randless. Manassein argued that purchase

prices, rents, and taxes h¡ere exceedingly steep, with the net
result being that Estonian peasants hrere powerless against the

German nobility. Due to the fact that neither the German

nobility, who had enjoyed their landhording privireges since

the days of Peter the Great, nor the Estonians, hrere of sravic
extraction, Arexander rrr utilized the l,lanassein report for
his own purposes. The peasants hrere to be absorbed.

À series of reforms, which heightened the economic crisis
of the peasant, were forced into place, but these seem armost,

secondary to the second phase of Russification. rt has been

previousry suggested that one of the central components of the

Estonian Nationar Äwakening hras the steady increase in levers
of education. rn 1885 alr schoors hrere praced under the

Russian ninistry of education. uustaru rerates that two years

later, in L887, rrRussÍan hras the language of instruction and
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Estonian was permitted only during the first two school yearsrl

(L952:1-36). This policy likely affected the Estonian populace

in two major ways. It is obvious that Estonian peasant

children, having no knowledge of Russian, would inevitably
suffer. At the university IeveI, professors of German origin,
Iecturing ín German to Estonians who srere well versed in
German, had to resign their posts due to their inability to
speak Russian. lilestern oriented themes, such as ideas of
nationalism, hrere consequently no longer presented. The

result sras that one of the most inportant developers and

communicators of National sentiment, the education systern,

became effectively paralysed.

Education hras not alone in its decline from

Russification. The judiciary system, the police, and the

Estonian press witnessed a sinilar fate. Lackíng effective
leadership, Iosing clout in both intellectual and judiciary

realms, and burdened with a growing economic nalaise, Estonian

National sent,iments lost focus. By the end of the nineteenth

century, however, this induced apathy was beginning to change.

The upsurge in Esto-centric activities resulted from two

specífied forces interplaying with a generalized shift in
social conditions. These forces included a resurgence of

nationalistic sentiment, sponsored by young intellectuals, and

the strengÈhening of the Estonian element (numericaIIy,

ideally, and materially) in the rural regions (see Uusta1u,

t9522t42-1-43t 1961:48-49). This hras complemented by a slovr,
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rural- Estonian element) which had been interrupted by

reforms of Czar ÀIexander III.
À najor problen which had plagued Estonia since the

beginning of its contacts with the Germanic worrd in the
L2oo's, vras the rack of a centrarized adninistrative unit.
Even during the period of NationaL Àwakening, Estonian

sentíments r¿ere fractioned under the respective tutelages of
Hurt and Jakobson. Foreign interests, beginning with the days

of the Teutonic Knights, had a much easier ti¡ne subduing

Estonia by irnprenenting the tine-tested rtdivide and rurerl
principre. Though stitl evident to a degree, this was slowly
beginning to change.

The major catalyst for conjoining the disparate views of
Estonian nationals hras Jaan Tônisson. synthesizing views that
heretofore h¡ere divergent, Tônisson utilized the neurspaper,

Postimees, ês the spearhead r¡ith which to combat the stirl
evident Russification. Based in Tartu, in the southern

province of Livonia, Tônisson promoted the nationalistic
movement on an ideorogical revel based on a moral order. He_

hras not silent in terms of non-ideaI concerns, however,

denanding poritical equality with the Baltic Germans in locar
affairs. Economically, he v¡as responsÍble for the

organization of the farmers cooperative rnovement. The profits
realized from this latter venture enabled the Estonian farmer
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to break his reLationship of dependency with the bank. The

revival in Livonia was gaining a foothold.

In northern Estonia, a somewhat sinilar scenario !üas

unfolding. The northern revival, Ied by Konstantin Päts, had

its peculiarities however. As Russification hras carried out

by an trlron Fistrt in the province of Estonia, it was far more

difficutt to organize resistance to Russification on national

Iines than it vras in Livonia. The Päts-edited nehrspaper

Teataja for this reason focused on economic rather than

ideological themes: economically they r/ere juxtaposed, not in
relation to the Russians but, rather, to the Germans. Päts

and his foLlowers also believed that rr...social progress nas

influenced prinarily by the economic relations between

classes... (hence)...for the Estonian nation to advance... (it

must)...raise the prosperity of atl the classes of which it
hras composedrr (Uusta1u , L952:L46\.

While the younger vanguard of Estonian intelligentsia was

spreading the word, rural regions and towns hrere also gaining

influence. Ironically, it was the process of Russification
which ultimately led to this phenomenon. Uustalu elaborates

on this point and suggests that rrEstonian unity and

cooperatíon was facilitated by the fact that all the people,

whether in the professions, in business, in the factories or

on the land, suffered alike under the pressure and

exploitation of the Russian authorities and the German ruling
classesrt (19522L42\. This unity was further enhanced by the
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cleaving of these peoples to the slnnbols of national sentiment

which Tônisson, Päts, and their respective nehrspapers had

become.

Progress hras witnessed on many fronts culminating with

the individuals responsible for Teataja organizing and winning

the election for the Tallinn town council in L9O4. Uustalu

suggests that while, for tactical reasons, a Russian eras

el-ected as mayor, the real poÌrer behind the throne hras wholly

in the hands of the second-in-command, Konstantin Päts

(L952:1-48 ) .

Just prior to the Russian Revolution of 1905, Estonía

comprised two najor geographíc and ideological parts.

Livonia, the southern province, had a focus emanating frorn the

intellectual seat of Tartu. Led by Tônisson, the edítor of

the Postinees, the major direction nas the establishment of

national development on ethnical Iines... rrthe development of

a people depended on its consciousness of being a nation, and

that this feeling of unity would inspire a higher moralityrr

(Uustalu, L9522744). The northern province, Estonia, had its
analog in Konstantin Päts and Teataja, and highlighted

economic themes. While differing in political aims t oÊ,

rather, in the ways in which these aims were to be

impleraented, most potential ideological differences hrere never

actualized. The Russian Revo1uÈion made such postulated

clashes a moot point.
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Russian Revolution and Nationhood

Russia's defeat in its war with Japan ( j_904-j_905) hras a

signar to the many democratic and radical wings that social
reforms hrere a pressing necessity. Demonstrations of various

kinds against Russiats absolutist regime became more

prevalent, curminatíng with Russian troops firing against

members of a workers demonstration in st. pet,ersburg. This

spark seems to have been responsible for a chain reaction of
events which set Russia and its associated spheres of
infruence into turnoil. This section wilr address how the

Revorution reverberated throughout Estonia and how Estonia

ad justed, orçtanized itself , and ultinately achieved lts
independence.

ft should be quite clear that for an extended period of
tine there existed in Estonia a crass of peasants that grieved

their impoverished state. Not surprisingly, the Revolution
rrallowedrr for excesses of varying degrrees against Gernan

landowners. Agitated peasants flocked en masse to the great

manors of the nobility and on occasion burnt then to the
grround. This dissatisfaction Lras not limited only to the

rural population. Uustalu relates a case of TaIIinnts
townworkers holding a mass meeting in the rallinn market

place. This rneeting, authorized by the Governor of the

Estonian province, met with an untimely end. The army, under

nartial law, atternpted to disperse the meeting. Tempers

flared and one hundred and fifty people hrere killed by Russian
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troops (uustaru I r9s2:14g). sinilar events in the spheres of
public and political life hrere common. rncruded in these
events vrere executions, and the banishment of an unknown

number of people to siberia. Essentiarly, martial law, which
was kept in force untit 1909, totatly paralysed pubric life.

on the political lever, only the National Liberal party,
founded by Tônisson in 1905, nas able to survive the
Revolution. Tônisson,s contemporary, Konstantin päts, had

summoned a similar congress, but martial raw forced its foot
fully in the faces of Estonian Nationals. päts, along with
many other high profite Estonians, was forced to flee abroad
and was summarily sent,enced to death in absentia.

By 1910, poriticar activity on beharf of Estonians once

again resumed. päts death sentence hras conmuted to one year
of solitary confinement and by 19L1 he was again editing
Tallinna Teataja. political and public life was beginning to
revive.

The economy, put into a critical situation by the
Revorution and martiar law, was arso beginning to show signs
of growth. New agricurtural- methods red to better yields and,

subsequently, fewer financial constrictions. Farruers

associations and the cooperative rnovement expanded credit or
savings cooperatives, 'soridifying into Mutual credit
fnstitutions. In 1913 these institutions founded their o!ún

Central Bank.
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Politically and economically, then, the Post Revolution

Martial Law years qrere reasonably favorable. These were not

the only reaLms which demonstrated vitality. It is a truisrn

that when one is threatened or faced with asphyxiation, and

when that threat is removed and one is again allowed to
breathe freely, those subsequent breaths appear to have a

sense of purpose and vitality to then. Estonian cultural Iife
demonstrated much of this purpose.

Between the years of the Russian Revolution and the

outbreak of the First !{orld [{ar, Estonia witnessed a dramatic

growth in various cultural fields. Education again was on the

rebound, but the genesis of an Estonian theatre with its own

professional cast, the opening of the Estonian National

lluseum, and an entire range of topics that feIl under the

wings of the nee¡ Estonian Literary Society, all occurred

during this period of relative stability. For some, these

cultural strides may seem secondary or residual, but these

entities were created by Estonians, for Estonians, and were

cornprised of themes with a decidedly Estonian flavor. They

remain key syrnbols to displaced Estonians around the globe to
this day. Some of these themes and their associated slmbols

will be elaborated on at length in a later section.

Up until the outbreak of the First !{orld War, Estonia was

a region that rrras gaining stride in its f ight for self -
determination. The war, with its periodic requisitioning,
naturally put a strain on this effort. Two factors hrere in
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Estonia's favor, however. The Great lilar did not directry
touch Estonian soil until February of l_919. The mass

annihilation and scorched earth tactics used at the ti¡ne did
not decimate Estonia as they had other regions. Related to
this, is the fact that Estonia did not organize nationar units
or batt,alions untit the Russian February Revolution of Lgrz.
They had witnessed the total decination of Latvian units under

Russian orders and did not wish to take part in a sinirar
fate. Their potential numerical strength, small to begin

with, !ì/as therefore not further weakened.

The February Revolution brought an end to the Czarist
government and placed the Liberal Provisional Governnent in
pohrer in Russia. This was the second factor benefitting the

organization of an independent Estonian state. Claims for
Estonian autonomy had been attempted during the Revolution of
1905, and the latest revolution reinstigated si¡nilar
sentiments. The introduction of civil liberties, unknown

during the czarist regime, revealed opportunities for
Estonians to act out their national aspirations.

In l,[arch of 1917 the rrEstonian Unionrr hras founded with
this stipulated ain in nind. This organization detailed plans

for Estonian autonomy and presented then to the Russian

Provisional Government. Uustalu elaborates: rrTo support these

demands, the Estonians organized a mass demonstration in
Petrograd on lifarch 26th. Forty thousand Estonians,

flourishing (sic. ) their national ftags and with thirty bands
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marched through the Russian capitat... The demonstration

brought almost inmediate results, and on March 30th, the

Russian Provisional Government initialled the law granting

Estonia autonomyn (1952:L55). The basic Aoal was to unify all
areas with an Estonian population into one singJ_e

adninistrative unit (the Province) headed by a Commissioner

as the representative of the Central Russian Government. À11

national affaj-rs were to be handled by the najority, namely

the Estonians.

À Provisional National Council (known as the Estonian

Diet) hras elected by popular vote and ultinately set up the

executive body, the Government of the Province of Estonia.

On October L2, L9L7, Konstantin Päts became head of this body.

This, however, did not conclude the long sought search for
self-determination.

The political climate was not stable. Disorder in Russia

hras very evident,; German advances in the south hrere further
compounding the chaos, and on the night of November 7-8, L9J.Z,

there occurred what Russian Communists have referred to as the
rrglorious day of the Great October Socialist Revolutionrr (see

Tomingas, L973:29). Not a revolution in the true sense of the

word, the Bolsheviks, during the night and with a strength of
perhaps 25rO00 nen, succeeded in controlling railway
terminals, police precincts, tetegraph stations and other

strategic outposts, while Petrogradrs armed garrison of
300r0OO troops slept.
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The Estonian response to the Bolshevik coup, which had

displaced one of the few governments which altowed Estonia any

measure of serf-det,ermination, rras decidedly negative. yet,

the Bolshevik's council- of peoprers commissars on November

15th pubrished a document calred rrrhe Decraration of the
Rights of self-DetermÍnation of Nationalitiesrr, granting
Estonians (and others) freedom and sovereignty as werr as the
right to exert free self-determination even unto separation
and the estabrishnent of independent states (Tomingas,

L973:29).

The Estonian National council took quick advantage of
this decree, and it prornptry declared itself the .sore

repository of the supreme pohrer in Estoniarr (Tomingas,

L973:29\. rn effect, this meant a totar severance from the
Russj-an state. Five days after their declaration, the
Borsheviks decided that their decree should perhaps not be

taken so seriousry, and on November 2oth, Lgr-7, the soviets
forcibty dispersed the Estonian National Councit.

The Estonian nationalists hrere not taken unahrares.

Though the councir hras dispersed, the event vras not
unexpected. The council had made prior provisions to deregate

its authority to the so-calred council of Erders which

clandestinery cont,inued nationalistic activities. on February

24t-lr of 1918, the Estonian Rescue cornmittee, having been

delegated all authority by the Estonian Elders in face of an
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inpending German invasion, declared Estonia independent and

sent out delegates to foreign nations.

The declaration, termed the l,fanifesto to the Estonian

People, begins with the following:
rrDot¡n the centuries the people of Estonia have

yearned to regain their independence. Generation
after generation has nursed the hope that after the
dark night of serviÈude and the violent ruLe of
alien nations the tine q¡ould come rwhen in every
home the torch will flash and flame at both ends'
and rwhen Kalev will return to make his children
happyt . tt

trThe rotten structure of Czarist Russia has
been denolished in a struggle of nations, the like
of which has never been seen before. A destructive
anarchy is sweeping the plains of Sarmatia,
threatening to engulf all the peoples who dwell
vithin the borders of the forner Russian State. The
victorious German armies are approaching from the
!{est to seize their share of the estate }eft and to
occupy as a first step the countries of the Baltic.rt

trln this fateful hour, the Estonian Diet, ês
the legitimate representative of the country and its
peopJ-e, having made its decision unanimously with
the democratic political parties and other
organizations, and in accordance with the principle
of the self-deternination of nations, has deened it
necessary to take the following steps to determine
the future of the land of Estonia and its people:
from this day, Estonia is declared an independent
Republic within its historical and ethnographical'
boundaries. [ (Source: Uusta1u, L952: 1-58-159) .

Estoniats declaration of independence hras squeezed in
between the retreat of the Bolsheviks and the invasion of the

German army. German occupatíon began on February 25th and

ended on November 11, l-918, the last day of l{orld l{ar I. On

that day, the Estonian grovernment began functions which hrere

to continue until the Soviet invasion of 1940.
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This enbryonic period was certainly not one of indolent
leisure. war torn nations are generally not the most

resilient or afftuent, and Estonia was no exception. Lacking

trade relations with foreign nations, faced vith an empty

treasury, and finding itself at an industriar standstirr,
Estonia was confronted with yet another distressing scenario.
Eleven days after the end of the First l{orld t{ar, on November

22 , 191-8, the Red Arrny attacked in an all-out of f ensive

against the Estonian eastern border.

!Íe have mentioned that Estonia did not attempt to
organize its nilitary, having seen how the Russians had

deployed Latvian units. But from the February Revorution

onward, the organization of Estonian army units had begun.

German occupation disbanded most Estonian units, but with
their withdrawal, and in fear of the inpending soviet
onslaught, they hrere quickry reorganized. Their numbers,

though, were woefully inadeguate. Frontline troops suffered
decimation, but their stand bought Estonia tine, during which

much needed reinforcements lrere organized. These

reinforcements succeeded in first harting, and then clearing,
the Red Àrny from Estonian territory. Hostilities continued,
but the soviets hrere finally defeated, and a peace treaty was

signed between the two nations on February 2I, Ig2O. The

soviet union had rrvoruntarily and forever, renounced her

sovereign rights over Estonia (see Roos, 19gs z2r). Based in
Paris, the Allied supreme councir recognized Estonia in
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January of L92L, and in September of that same year, she was

admitted to the League of Nations.

Independence and World War II
The duration of Estonian independence generally coincides

with the interval of peace betweén the two titorrd wars.

scholars of Estonian history have tended to view this period

with charged a¡nbivalence. on one hand, praise is extended to
the young nation for the thriving growth it experienced and

the high standards of living it. aspired to. These h¡ere

reached, not by debilitating Estoniars neighbors, but by a

strong emphasis on serf-reriance. These aspirations hrere

attained even though Estonia had been a province of a

rerativery underdeveloped Russia which had also confronted

the ravages of the revolutíon and hrar. Conversely, the

negative side of this anbivalent dichotomy seems to point to
the ardent but futile attempt at renaining independent. An

admirable cause, surely, but one that was to suffer fron the

predatory intervention of a hostile state. rn the forthcoming

section, I hope to highlight sone of the more noteworthy

features of índependent Estonia, how foreign interests
interceded and, finalry, some of the crucial scenarios which

unforded prior to and during the second !{orld !{ar which

resulted in the exodus of Estonian political refugees.

Roos suggests that the lÍvelihood of approxinately sixty
percent of Estoniats population hras derived through
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agriculture ( l-985'.28) . Having inherited a system of land

tenure whereby the majority of land was held by a minority of
L,2OO estate ohrners, it was beconing clear that the

distribution of Landed property would have to be altered. The

land reform law of l-91-9 resulted in the nationalization of 972

of estate lands. Compensation $ras provided to the former

landowners, the Baltic Germans. The result of these reforms

h¡as a tripling of farms, to L4O,0OO, each of which comprised,

on the average, âr area of some 56 acres (Roosr 1985t29\.

This expanding agrarian base served a dual purpose: it
provided Estonia with stable subsistence while also providing

exports, thus giving Estonia some solid ground in her

endeavours to reestablish foreign trade.

ÀIong with agricultural goods, forestry products and oiI-
shale constituted Estonia's najor exports. Prior to
independence, Estonian industry was geared toward rneeting the

needs of Czarist Russia, which acted as both the market and

as the najor contributor of rahr naterials. The closing of
relations with Russia necessitated a redefining of Estonian

industrial policy. Uustalu (tg52z2l2) raaintains that ihere

hras a two-fold approach to post-war industry. On one hand,

new industries, based on local raw materials, had to corumence

production. The second phase involved those industries that
htere already in existence: finishing machinery which had

previously been located in Russia had to be provided. The
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oil-shale industry in particular gave much needed industrial
energy and export.

These first few years of statehood were not without their
crises, but by the L930's, though Estonia remained prinarily
an agricultural nation, t ...industry reached the take-off
stage...particularly in the manufacturing of text,ile products

and chenicals and in the deveropment of the technorogy and

exploration of oil-shale. rn fact, economic arowth was so

rapid that by the late 193Ots seasonal workers for agriculture
had to be inported from abroadt (Àun, 1995:g). Economicarly

then, Estonia, having laid its foundation, sras beginning to
show signs of reaping the rewards of self-reliance.

WhiLe Estonia,s economy hras establÍshing itself, the
culturar traditions born out of, and nurtured by, the period

of Nationar Àwakening Lrere tenaciously taking root. The

associated symbolic ereurents of Estonian identity, unfettered
by the obstacres of foreign rule, hrere sinirarly flourishing.
By thenserves, these elenents may seem somewhat ineffectual,
but when considered ín concert with a popuration of recently
liberated Estonians ahrare of their turburent history, they

become enbued with a force that is, and renains to this day,

greater than the sun of its constituent parts.
Estonian literature characterized much of this intensity.

spurred by the tradition initiated by Karevipoeg, Estonian

writers hrere rnaking their mark. In addition, Estonian

folklore hras put to the pen and some 6301000 itens, dating
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back to the thirteenth century hrere recorded (see Roos,

1985:35) .

Àt least part of the credit for this lies with Estoniars

educational system. Uustalu (L952222L), and the editors of
Estonia: Story of a Nation (L974:66) suggest that the literacy
rate of Estonians vras approximately 982. Though certainly in
accordance with the aforementioned aims it also resulted in
what Àun has referred to as the |toverproductionrr of university
graduates (1985:8). Nevertheless, in terms of university
students and books published per year per capita, Estonia

placed among the leading nations (Jackson , L9482235).

The song festivals, initiated in 1869, continued their
performances, usually once every four or five years.

Performers numbered between 15,000 and 2l-r0O0 with an audience

input reaching L00rOO0, one tenth of the nation,s population

(Uustalu, L95222331t (Estonia: Story of Nation, L974:68).

These festivals and the continued ernphasis on education remain

banners for Estonian political refugees worldwide.

As a further elaboration of these cultural themes will
occur at a later juncture, we shall for the rnoment leave this
topic. ft is of use to turn now to the interventionary events

which occurred during Estonian independence and which

culminated in Soviet annexation and the flight of some SOTOOO

Estonians.

On the home front, Estonia had signed numerous

internat,ional treaties and agreements. These !'rere bJ-atantly
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viorated when the soviet union occupied the Bartic repubrics
in L940 (for a discussion of the various treaties, see Roos,

l-985:23). However, it nas the non-aggression pact between

Germany and the soviet union (generally referred to as the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact) which had actualry seared Estoniars
fate. The two powers agreed to divide the Baltic region into
their respective spheres of influence. Finland and the Ba1tic
states vrere to falr under soviet control, thus fulfitling the
longstanding soviet wish to estabrish military bases in these
nations. RegardLess of its efforts to secure impeccabre

relations with neighboring countries, Estoniars future was

inextricabry linked to this pact. Às Germanyrs successes on

the French front shed some right as to the short-tern outcome

of the hrar, the soviet union exercised its fraudurent rights
to Èhe Baltic republics.

The soviet union's first demand invorved the signing of
a pact of Mutual Àssistance. under duress and faced with the
threat of force, Estonia hras compelled to submit. ^â soviet
military presence in Estonia Lras initiated on September

28,L939 (Uustalu, L952:239). Laterr on June 15, Lg4O, the-

soviet union demanded an Estonian government which would be

more favorabre to soviet needs. This demand hras acconpanied

by an eight-hour urtinatum which effectivery prectuded

negotiat,ions. The ult,inatum r/as accepted, but this did not,

prevent the Red Àrny from invading the folrowing morning.

colunn after column of soviet artilrery and infantry rorred
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over the Estonian border and by June 2l-st a conmunist puppet

government was in place.

The year of soviet occupation invorved exploitation in
its most heinous form. The presence of the N.K.V.D. (now the
K.c.B. ) obliterated any civir rights which the Estonians then

had. This presence reached barbaric revels, when on the night
of June L3th, L944, over i-orooo Estonians were herded Ínto
boxcars and transported to the srave camps of siberia (see

Roos, L985:4L-42, Uustalu, L9S2:242-249). Mass graves

including over r,7oo peopre hrere discovered and many peopre

simpry disappeared without trace. with the outbreak of
hostilities between Germany and the soviet union, another

30,000 Estonians vrere deported to labor camps in the soviet
hinterland.

rn view of Russian atrocities which occurred during the
first soviet occupation, the Estonians probabry considered the
subsequent German occupation to be the resser of two evirs.
some of the remaining Estonian politicians, particurarry the

Last Prine Minister, J. uruots, attempted to restore Estonian

autonomy, but German opposition negated any such act,ion. If
an Estonian hrere to refrect on the differences between the

N.K.v.D. and the German Gestapo the tarry night possibly read

as follows: The N.K.V.D. were organized, informed, non-

commiserate; they ruled by terror and !üere' therefore
urtimatery deadly. The Gestapo were organized, inforned, non-

commiserate, but they ruled with some vestiges of justice and
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vtere ultinately of some backhanded use. German occupation

resulted in diminished Estonian 1ife, but life nonetheless.

The Soviet winter offensive of Lg43-44 revived Estonian

fears. Uustalu (L9522255) has argued that the advance of the

Red Àrny vras marked by robbery, violence, rape and murder

which would suggest that these fears were fulty justified.

Some 80rO00 Estonians, having realized that a German defeat

would result in total Soviet occupation, seized the initiative
to escape. This escape can best be described as totatly
chaotic. Crowding into any kind of boat that hras marginalty

seaworthy, some 24,OOO fled to Sweden and between 50r0O0 and

6OTOOO to war-torn Germany. llany perished in rough seas or
trere sunk by Soviet aircraft and submarines. Between 1939 and

the end of the Second lilorld War, Estoniars populatj-on shrank

by 252, or by some 2801000 people. Of these, 8O'O0O hrere

alive in exile.

Às we set the stage for the immigration of Estonians to
Canada, and to lfinnipeg, it is illuminating to address certain
inmigration statistics (The Roya1 Comníssion of Bilingualisn
and Biculturalism report is summarized on the following page).

In examining these figures, wê can discern one najor and one

minor trend. The more obvious coincides with the appearance

in Canada of the political refugees, via Germany and Sweden,

between 1948 and 1952. More obscure, but worthy of mention,

is the increase in immigration between L924 and L930.
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TÀBLE

Immigration of Estonians

I

t,o Canada: L922-L965

L922
L923
L924
L925
L926
7927
L928
L929
l_930
1_93r.
L932
193 3
L934
1935
L936

I2
33
65
27
77

110
1,O7

98
83
I
0
1
2
3
5

1937
1938
1,939
1940
L94L
1942
L943
L944
L945
L946
L947
1948
L949
1950
L951

2
9
6
1
L
1
2
1
7
I

282
1r903
2,945
L,949
4,573

t952
1_953
t954
1955
1956
:l-957
1958
1959
1960
196r-
1,962
L963
L964
1965

934
45L
290
18s
L62
22]-
L22

88
1,34

52
51_

63
44
59

Source: The Royal Commission of Bilingualism and
Biculturalism, Volume 4 (Book 4), ihe Cultural
Contributíons of the Other Ethnic Groups, Table A-L.rrEthnic Origin of Immigrants-Canada, i9Oo-t965, pp.
238-245, Queen,s Printer for Canada, Ottawa, October
23, 1969.

Revolution and lilar of Independence (1995:18).

in the Estonian post-war economy having

considerable influx of peopre. some of these individuals,
rather than attenpting to eke out a riving in a not yet stable
economy, opted to emigrate to canada. canadian poricies
offered inducements to the Estonian ernigré. The avairabirity
of homestead grants and other economic incentives suggest that,

!ûany pre-I{orld l{ar fI innigrants srere economically notivated-

The increase in Estonian enigration during the L92Ors

seems to be a ¡nulti-faceted phenornena. Aun as estimated that
some 150,000 Estonians returned to Estonia during the Russian

ThÍs resulted

to absorb a



a strict departure from the political refugee

associated v¡ith post-World War fI Estonians.
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status

Àun has argued that many of these earlier migrants had

no intention of naintaining their ethnicity. He cites the

following case: rrA remarkable example is a young Estonian

sailor who landed in Montreal in ]924 and turned into a

painter-artist, the first Estonian to become a member of the

Royal Canadian Academy of Art (1958). He married a French-

Canadian girl, assimilated into French Canadian society and

culture, and also Francisized his name, Oskar LaIl, into Oscar

Daniel de LaIlil ( 1-985:1-9 ) .

One other scenario which unfolded in Estonia also likely
led to Estonian innigration to Canada. Contrary to the above

mentioned example, these events maintained Estonian ethnicity.
Termed the trforeign 'policy syndromeu by Àun (1985:18), and

discussed in detail by Roos (1985223), it rnay be defined as

a fear arising from Estonia's proxinity to the Soviet Union.

If one considers Estonia's historical relationship with

Russia, it seems plausible that this floating paranoia had

been prevalent for some tirne. Events which unfolded on

December lst of L924 crystallized these fears. On that day,

Soviet bands attenpted attacks on Estonian government

installations. Roos argues that the subsequent investigation
revealed that the decision for the attempted coup was made in
the Soviet Union, that the Soviet Union had snuggled the
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conmandos into Estonia, and that the hreapons used hrere

supplied by the Soviet Union (1985:.23).

Though unsuccessful, the attempted coup provided the

impulse for heightened ernigration. Àun (l-985:L8), citing K.

Inno and F. Oinas, points to the doubling of Estonian

enigration figures for the three years forrowing the attempted

overthrow.

Economic conditions were thus not the only incentive for
enigration-poriticar fears constituted a secondary factor.
Aun (l-985:l-8) argues that these later immigrants vrere more

nationalistic, hence more inclined to maintain their
ethnicity. Under their sponsorship, the annual Estonian

Independence Day festivities srere organized. The second such

celebration occurred in Winnipeg in L92B; the first havÍng

taken place in Eckville, Àlberta in L926.

overview

The intention of this initial chapter rrBackground and

Social Historytt is two-fold in purpose. Due to recent events

in Soviet Estonia, namely Estoniars attempt to reinstigate a

pose of autonomy or self-deterrnination, this small nation has

attracted the public eye. Às a potential showcase for
Itperestroikarrr Estonia, and its Baltic neighbors, Latvia and

Lithuania, are drawing worldwide attention. But this is
comparatively recent history. ft is highly probable that very

Iittle is understood of Estonia's prior history. One
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directive of this initial chapter, then, is to guide the

reader through some of this earlier history.
For the purposes of this thesis, however, rnuch of this

historical- description may seem tangentíal: how could the

Pre-Roman lron Àge connect with and influence present day

litinnipeg Estonian ethniciÈy? Nevertheress, this writer wirr
argue that certain historical elements are important, and that
these not onry infruence l{innipeg Estonian ethnicity, but also

nationalistic postures in Soviet Estonia. Let us briefly
summarize these features.

From the Pre-Roman Ïron Äge shift to sedentism, to
Estonía's inclusion in international conmerce during the Roman

fron Age, through the dissonance of the Middle Ïron Age, and

the subsequent vitality of the Last Iron Àge, it is clear that
geographic location has pJ-ayed a conductor's role ín Estonia's

livelihood and future. This presence at the center of a

series of economic theaters has also resuLted in misfortune

and considerable burden for the people of Estonia.

For nearly eight centuries, between t2,22 and the present,

the castle walls of Tallinn have acted as headquarters for the

caravan of rulers of Estonia. Danish monarchs, Teutonic

princes, Swedish Kings, the various heads of the polish-

Lithuanian State, Russian Czars, the Nazis, and, nohr, the

Soviet government, have atl wielded control over Estonians.

lfhether the law has been bestowed by a benign stroke of the

pen or exercised through the use of a heavy hand, the fact
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remains that, during this period, Estonia has been governed

by her indigenes for only twenty years. But these periods of
independence, the years prior to L2Z7 and the years

imnediately preceeding and including Estonian sovereignty, are

crucial to understanding present day Estonian ethos.

Prior to L227, Estonia consisted of a politically
autonor¡ous but loosety-knit feàeration that did not pay

service outside of it's constituent parts. Though this period

of sovereignty occurred some 800 years àgo, the point of
significance is that Estonia, ât this tine, hras free. Second

only to particular aspects of the National ^å,wakening, this era

of Estonian history has been a focal point for Estonians in
their expression of nationalism. lfhile there is little
mention of the years of serfdom, there appears to be a

tendency to resurrect the pre-serf days, a tine when

irrepressible Estonian [Viking Shipsrrt their sails fuII of
wind, had unfettered reign of the seas.

By L227, however, the loosely-knit Estonian federation

could not uratch the strength of the more organized Teutons,

who had maximized their rnilitary potential by cenenting pacts

of non-aggression with the surrounding nations. Danish

involvement, as allies of the Teutons, resulted in Danish rule
until L346. À peasant uprising directed at the Danish

Landowners, the Revolt of St. George,s Eve, r¡as ultirnately put

dor¡n by the lftights of the Livonian Confederation. Livonian



Figure 1: "Estonian 'Viking Shipsb at Sea." 

Woodworking is a traditional Estonian undertaking that has 
been maintained in Canada. This photo, taken in the basement 
of an Estonian residence, symbolically depicts the early years 
of Estonian sovereignty. 
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intervention resulted in Denmark liquidating her land claims

in favor of the Livonian Confederatj-on, who remained in power

until L64s.

The Livonian Confederatíon hras beset with the same

quandry as Èhe Estonian federation, namely, a lack of
political cohesion. This hindrance became apparent when

Russia achieved victory against the Livonian Confederation.

Rather than relinquishing her property to the Russians, the

various Livonian nobles surrendered to the Swedes, the Danes,

and the Polish-Lithuanian State. ^A series of h¡ars ensued,

culninating in singular Swedish rule in 1645, though the

Teutons remained as the landholdíng majority.
The Great Northern !{ar of L72I resulted in Russia seizing

and maintaining control of Estonia until 191-8. One

consequence of Russian rule hras the deterioration of the

Estonian peasants' condition. But the estatets condition
deteriorated proportionately, prompting Czars to initiate
decrees designed to protect the peasantry. Fina11y, in L82O,

Estonian serfs nere freed. If it is at aII possible or even

desirabLe to reduce the subsequent ascent of Estonia as a

nation to a single factor, the freeing of the serfs would be

it. This freedom ultinately led to an educated class of

Estonian land holders.

The Iarger social framework also influenced nascent

Estonian nationhood. The French Revolution, specificalty the

nationalistic overtones associated with it, provided fuel for
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the Estonian's aspirations. The outcome of these factors u¡as

the National Awakening. This phenomena, with its Esto-

centered focus, became a driving force in inspiring nearly alI
Estonian activities.

L857 witnessed the first appearance of Kalevipoeg, the

Estonian national epic, and in L884 the b1ue, b1ack, and white

tri-color vras unveiled. Both urere, and remain to this day,

powerful synbols of sovereignty for the Estonians. Cultura1

fields also flourished, with theatres, sonçt festivals,
literature, and museurns becoming increasingly evident. These

itens hrere created by, for, and about Estonians.

The Estonians, spurred by these elements, !ùere becoming

more vociferous in acting out their national aspirations.

This became a reality when their declaration of independence

hras squeezed in between the retreat of the Bolsheviks and the

forthconing German advance, oD February 24th, l-918. At the

close of the First Wor1d War, the Soviet Red Àrmy attenpted

to recapture Estonian territory, but failed. A peace treaty
was signed on February 2Lst, LgzO. For the next twenty years,

government functions hrere controlled by Estonians themselves.

The period of Estonian independence, though short, is
crucial in comprehending Estonian ethos. The years

irunediately following the First World hlar hrere initially
debilitating. But Estonian land reforms resulted in a stable

subsistence base and provided exports in Estonia's attenpts

to reestablish foreign trade. The chemical industry, textile
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production, and the oil shale trade in particular, further
stabilized Estoniars economy.

The cultural traditions that had originated during the

National Àwakening hrere arso thriving. Those traditions,
already inportant symbols under Russian ruIe, took off when

the obstacle of foreign rule had been removed. Song

festivals, for instance, included up to ZLTOOO performers, and

up to one-tenth of the nationrs population could be found in
attendance.

But an external element, namely the Molotov-Ribbentrop

pact, ultimately put an end to Estonian independence.

Estonia's fate hras again left up to others. Approxinatery

80r0O0 Estonians had absolutely no desire to remain in an

occupied Estonia and fred ahead of the wake of the advancing

Red Anny.

In order to understand this exodus, one need only

recollect the following points. On the one hand, most of the
population hrere born or greî, up just prior to or during

independence. These individuals, furthermore, hrere living in
a fairly stable economic environment and embraced Esto-

centered cultural traditions. This recently liberated
population hras also a highly literate one and one that had

been exposed to ideas of l{estern liberal nationalisn.
Finally, powerful symbols anchored the ideas of nationalism

and freedom.
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À dramatic example of this adherence to freedom occurred

in L924. Fearing the possibility of a Soviet coup after the

botched takeover ín 1924, Estonian emigration figures doubled

in ensuing years. It seems clear that Estonians value

self-determination very highly. The following chapter wiII

describe their settl-ement in Canada and some of the more

notable aspects of Estonian-Canadian ethnicity.
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ESTIONIAI|S IN CANADA

Introduction

The study of ethnicity has traditionally focused on the

existence and maintenance of boundaries which serve to
demarcate the group in question from the host society (see

Barth, L969). Barth's concept of boundaries was unique in
that the structures within the boundaries received secondary

attention. The boundaries themselves hrere viewed as the

definitive features. But to focus on the structure of this
membrane, the forces which created it, or the nebulous impulse

which maintains it, would be premature. Neither is it the

purpose of this section to honor the seerningly perpetual

debate of : rrls it the host society which imposes the boundaryrl

versus rrdoes the group itself erect the boundary to rnaintain

identity"? It is likely, depending on the case or which

viewpoint one is to embrace, that a bit of both occurs

As has been previously stated, it is the feeling of this
writer that the Estoni-ans , parÈicu1arly in l{innipeg, are

something of an anomaly. Because of this, and because it rnay

be an intellectual faux-pas to rrfitrr the Estonian case into

63
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a convenient and already existing typology, this chapter may

appear somewhat eclectic. Some mention of the role of the

Canadian state in lending form to Estonian ethnicity deserves

attention. Of equal importance, and inextricably associated

with the role of the state, would be the social history of

Estonians in Canada and lilinnipeg. Finally, some of the

Itstructurestr enclosed within the boundaries will be

considered. Hopefully this wilt set the stage for a

discussion of what exists at the core of Estonian ethnicity'

State Policies and Estonian Immigration

The 5OTOOO to 60,000 Estonians in Germany at the end of

the Second Wor1d War were among several nillion displaced

persons housed by the United Nations Reconstruction and

Rehabititation Ädninistration (u.N.R.R.A.). u.N.R.R.A.',s

najor directive involved rehousing or repaÈriating displaced

persons to their home countries. The Estonians clearly did

not wish to return to their soviet dominated homeland, and the

task of relocating them fell to the International Refugee

organization.

Stasiulis has suggested that prior to the Second VÍorld

War, the Canadian state engaged in rrlaissez-fairerr and

exclusionary policies in the social, political, and legal

incorporation of non-dominant ethnic groups, whereas the post-

war period has been characterized by a vigorous drive by the

state to represent and, perhaps more importantly, regulate the
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corrective interests and goals of minority groups (tg8o:t-9).

These rrintegrativerr policies, seerningly put in pÌace to
contror racism or arreviate ethnic inequarities, have a hidden

element perhaps best described by OrConner (L973). O'Conner

argues that the capitarist state must fulfil functions of
rraccumulationrr and Itlegitinizationrr. In other words, the

state must create conditíons for profitable capital
accurnulation while at the same tine maintaining conditions for
relative social harmony.

The post-war boom in Canada necessitated a labor force
to fulfil O'Conner's accumulation function and at this poinÈ

hre find the I.R.O., the Canadian state, and private firms
guite directly involved in the future of Estonians.

Aun has argrued that r'...the lives of refugees in Germany

had become meaningless and intolerable. Since the war they

had lived crowded in camps and without gainful emplolznenttt

(1-985:21). The situation involved a dearth of enployment, a

lack of choice, and no desire for an irunediate return to
Estonia, certainly not under the regime of the Soviets. The

bleak outlook necessitated action, and crossing the Atlantic
was a politically safe alternative.

There appear to have been four routes involved in
Estonian immigration to Canada: the signing of a contract r¡ith
private firms working in conjunction with Canadian state-
initiated labor policies; independent means involving the

equivalent of 2,OOO dollars in Canadian currency; immigration
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through both church and individual sponsorship; and illegal

means of immigration.

Canada, âs a member of the I.R.O., had sent

representatives to Europe in tg47 to select potential

imrnigrant laborers from among the refugees. Àun maintains

that 282 Estonians hrere among these but that, t' . . . acceptance

hras narrowly restricted in numbers as well as to the

occupations canada was then short of: Iumbermen, farm

Iaborers, construction workers, miners, and htomen donesticsrt

(l_985 222'). The journey, paid for by the I.R.o. ' involved the

signing of a labor contract of a one year duration. Families

hrere not accepted, and educational or professional standards,

often far above the demands for the labor-oriented

occupations, made little irnpact: physicians and judges worked

as laborers. Yet they came. what vtere the alternatives?

Existence in Germany htas meaningless, and repatriation hlas

analogrous to death. The hope vtas that' sooner or later,

opportuníties would be found. Generally, after the one year

contractual term had expired, these expectations were met'

It \{as not necessarily an easy route. citizenship

policies required residency for a five year period. Thís was

one way of blocking the more skilled Estonians from bettering

their position. Informants interviewed argued that

proficiency exams, designed to determine an individualts level

of qualífication, hrere not used in canada, though some

suggested that they had heard that more liberal concessions
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did exist in the United States. rrYou had to start from

scratchrr v¡as a common theme in interviews. Yet no overt

bitterness h¡as witnessed, or if it did occur, a pragimatic

approach vras adopted. Though most did not find employment

consistent with their previous professional training, they did

fare well and, above all, they had found the one thing they

had searched for-political freedom.

The 24,OOO Estonians who had fled to Sweden arrived in
Canada in a considerably different nay. The Swedish

government had treated the Estonians very generously. Aun

argues that they were quickly channelled into the Swedish

economy with some consideration directed toward their
respective abilities (1985:21, 25). Economically, there hrere

no rna jor conf licts, but a new threat hras brer*ing on the

horizon.

The paranoia of the foreign policy syndrome made its
presence known. Sweden had recognized the 1940 Soviet

annexation of the Baltic repubLics. This fact, coupled with

rumours of a war in which Sweden would maintain friendly

relations with the Soviet Union, prornpted many to leave

Sweden. The fear of repatriation was their major concern.

Between L946 and 1949, groups of Swedish Estonians pooled

their savings, bought boats, hired crehrs, and left Sweden.

Äun reports the following: rtÀll boats hrere overcrohtded, few

were in the best shape for an oceanic voyage...typical was an

old boat, Walnut, with a capacity of }ess than 200...with 355
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passengers aboardrr (1985225). After a three rnonth journey at

twice its normal capacity, it seems incredible that the Walnut

reached Halifax. ft does demonstrate the strength of Estonian

adherence to the ideals of political freedom. Aun has tallied

a total of seventeen boats landing in the United States, ten

in Canada, six in South Africa, five in Àrgentina, three in

England, and one in Brazil. Two did not complete the journey

and were never recovered (1985:25).

These ships hrere f illed with illegal irnmigrants.

Requesting pemission to stay, the Canadian çtovernment waived

inmigration restrictions, and by 1950 a total of some 11500

Estonians arrived ín Canada via Sweden. The admission

procedure was sornewhat slower in the United States, and 466

ttVikingsrr fresh from their trViking Boatsrr tanded in Canada and

hrere subsequently sponsored by the Lutheran Church of Canada

(see Aun, 1-985225-27). This leads us to the final major form

of inmigration, sponsored rnigration.

A two-fold process led to the líberalizaÈion of the

inmigration process in L949. on behalf of the Estonians and

other refugees, the Canadian fear that they may have

constituted a burden proved conpletely false. Secondly, the

post-war economic boom hlas reaching a take-off stage. For

most potential migrants, then, the major problen uras to find

a sponsor and this, due to the growing Estonian population,

hras becoming increasingly easier. The Estonians had, after

aII, knovrn each other in Sweden or in the displaced person
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camps of Germany. In addition, many of the earlier migrants,

the economically-oriented individuals or those who left after

the botched Soviet coup of L924, had already established

themselves. Estonian Ässociations provided contact points and

benefited fron the new ínflux of refugees.

The stipulation behind sponsorship involved two things:

accommodation and employment. Though guarantors assured the

Canadian state of these criteria, they were frequently not

net. InformanÈs interviewed have maintained that quite often

sponsors could not guarantee employrnent or accommodation, but

through Estonian networks, most found both in short tine.

Essentially, Estonian irnmigration had two phases. The

ínitial hrave included economically oriented individuals and

those who were affected by the trforeign policy syndrome.rr The

overwhelning rnajority, however, consisted of the political

refugees who fled Estonia ahead of the wake of the Red Army.

l,loreover, this latter group consisted of a tightly-knit

community, inunigrating en-masse, consisting of a high number

of professionals and intellectuals, and held together by the

conmon experience of the hlar. Às Àun puts it, they had

experienced totalitarian philosophies of both the left and

right (1985225). This fact becomes more important in view

that most had been born in independent Estonia and had

experienced an ethos born out of the National Awakening which

flourished after 700 years of servitude.
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Population Demographics and Settlement
Patterns: Canada

Demographic Considerations

[,{e have suggested that there has occurred in Canada two

quite distinct phases of Estonian in¡nigration resulting in two

distinct groups of Estonian-Canadians. The first group would

include the economic migrants and those individuats who feared

a returned implementation of Soviet policy, who had arrived

in Canada prior to the Second litorld l{ar. The second group

consisted of the grouped rrone-shotrt nigration of refugees who

sought political freedom. One other segrment, conposed of
second and third generatíon Estonians, compríse the remainder

of the Canadian Estonian population.

The l-961- Canadian Census reports that 18,550 individuals
of Estonian ethnic origin resided in Canada. The majority of

these, (13,106), lived in Ontario. British Co1umbia, Quebec

and Alberta fol-Iowed with 1,986 ì 1,546; and l-,l-l-5 Estonians

respectively. The reÍraining 797 were more or less scattered

throughout the other provinces and territories (see Table

rrr).
Prior to L96L, Do records of ethnic origins exist for

Estonians. Estonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians were all
Iunped under the rubric of rtBaltic. rr To discover the number

of Estonians residing in Canada prior to the Second World l{ar

we must refer to the immigration statistics as reported by the

Commission on Bilinguatisn and Biculturalism (see Table I).
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Between and including the years 1939-1961, a total of 14,31,9

Estonians immigrated to Canada. This leaves us with 4,23L

individuals who either emigrated prior to L939 or vrere born

in Canada. Due to the fact that inmigration statistics had

only been recorded for Estonians from L922 onward, hre can only

state that between L922 and 1938 a total of 648 Estonians had

innigrated to Canada. This Leaves a total of 3,583 Estonians

who had either arrived in Canada prior to L922 or had been

born in Canada up until 1961. The greatest proportion, in
L96I, clearly involves the mass influx of political refugees,

particularly between the years 1948 and 1952.

The I97L census total of 18r81O Estonian Canadians and

the provincial breakdown for residence closely parallels that
of the J-961- census. the 1981- Canadian Census presents us with

a feqr problems however. l{hile the 1961 and L97I census

naterials reduced nultiple ethnic responses to single

responses, the L981 census utilized only single responses.

The total of 15,91-5 Estonians reported in J-98J- is, therefore,

not comparable to the earlier census data. Multiple response

data is not available for the L981- census. The Canadian

Census of 1986 does, however, include both the single and

nultiple responses. These read as follows: Estonians of

single origin = 13,2OO; Estonians of nultiple origin = 7,33O

for a total of 20,530. (For a list of Estonians by census

year see TabLe II).
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From the foregoing discussion, a few details related to
demographic considerations become evident. Most obvious Ís
the fact that the numbers of Estonians in Canada are smaIl.

Equally obvious is the fact that, numericatty, the Estonian

community in Canada has remained constant for much of the last
four decades. Perhaps less evident is that the type of member

of the Estonian conmunity has changed. Essentially, âs no

najor influx of Estonians has occurred since the peak years

of the late 1940's and early 1950's, the numerical constancy

has been maintained by second and third generation Estonians.

Boissevain, in his discussion of the ltalians of

Montreal, has argued that, t'...the proportion of irnmigrants

determines the rrltaliannessrr or degree of ethnicity of the

community, that is, the degree Èo ¡rhich ftalian culture,
Ianguage, and values are emphasizedrr (L97423). If this
tendency vtere to hold true for Estonians there would be, in
quite short order, Iittle evidence of nEstonianessrt in Canada.

Granted, different attitudes or behavioural patterns may be

witnessed between the various generations but stiII the

Estonians, rt...enjoy far greater recognition than their.

numbers warrantrt (Àun, 1985:1).

The Italians of Montreal are characterized by a series

of, rr...overlapping networks of social relations...which are

given a certain territorial unit by the parish structure of

the Italian national churchrr (Boissevain, L974226). À good

deal of the ltalian vitality in Montreal can be attributed to
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their large numbersi some 126rOOO in 1-965. Moreover, âD

increase of 6'000 ltalians annually has been presented by

Boissevain, of which some 3r9OO are inmigrants (Boissevain,

L97422-3). This annual influx of inmigrants seems crucial in
naintaining rrltalianessrr for Boissevain.

The same cannot be said for Estonians in Canada or

Winnipeg. Total population figures are much smaller and no

recent imnigration has occurred. Yet, they persist. The

reliance on nehr hraves of imrnigration does not appear to be as

critical for Estonians as it is for ftalians, suggesting that
trEstonianessrr and trltalianessrr are either enacted differently,
or have divergent ethnic keys.

Settlernent Patterns

Persons of Estonian descent living in Canada are

decidedly urban. The census of L97I reports that out of a

totaL of 1-8,810 Estonians in Canada, some l-5r935 resided in
Census Metropolitan Àreas. Toronto leads the list with 9,595

Estonians followed by Vancouver with 2,L35. Montreal,

Hamilton, and Calgary are next with 890, 760, and 5O0

respectively. Ottawa, St. Catherines, Edmonton, Thunder Bay,

Victoria, and Kitchener close seguence with 475, 435, 380,

305, 25O, and zLO Estonians (see Tab1e fV). This urban

percenÈage of nearly 85å is far grreater than the Canadian

total of just over 552.
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The proclivity to urban life has not always been the

case. Äccording to Aun, the first Estonians in Canada settled
in ÀIberta at the turn of the century (L985:1-5). The

availability of homestead grants lured Estonians to the rural
regions, and by 1-9L0, in Stettler, Alberta, there vrere forty-
five Estonian farms with a total population of l-60. Eckville,
Àlberta, had in 191-6, âD Estonian population which numbered

L7L. These economically-oriented, first v/ave Estonían

migrants, many with a farming background, took advantage of

the homestead grants and consequently vrere prirnarily rural.
Though many of the children opted for life in the urban

centers, Äun has argued that the rural Alberta Estonian

population numbered around 500 in 1916 (1985:16).

Àfter the First World War, the Estonian enigré had more

in conmon with the children of the Estonian homesteaders.

Usually single, young, and often with secondary school or

university educat,ion, they found themselves with an urban

orientation. Plying their trades or engaging in youthful

entrepreneurship, they net with varying degrrees of success.

The trend toward urban life continued, ultimately
concentrating a greater number of Estonians, including the

national-istic ones whose Canadian presence hras a result of

their fear of further Russian coup atternpts, into urban

centers. An outgrowth of this phenomena resulted in the

establishment of the first Estonian Ässociations. Designed

to preserve Estonian culture, and in all likelihood organized
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by the more nationalistic Estonians, they had a most important

function in that they acted as information brokers.

Associations provided contact points for newly arrived
Estonians. Estonians in t{innipeg established the first
Àssociation in L929, followed by Montreal in 1933, and Toronto

in l-939.

I{ith the influx of political refugees fo1lowíng the

Second World l{ar, it r¡as only natural that the urban centers,

particularly those with Estonian Ässociations, would receive

the greatest number of Estonian refugees. Let us shift to the

Winnipeg case.

Population Demographics, Settlement and
Residence Patterns: t{innipeg

Population Demographics

Phases of Estonian settlement in Winnipeg paratlel those

of Canada in that both are characterized by two distinct
stages. The first Winnipeg Estonians included individuals
who, on their oh¡n initiative, attenpted to gain economic

satisfaction from what lüinnÍpeg had to offer. For,many |tfirst

waverr Canadian Estonians, personal satisfaction hras likely
more important than ethnic origin, resulting in fairly rapid

social and cultural assinilation. But there were also a

number of conscious atternpts to preserve Estonian culture.
These attenpts were due to the fact that Estonia, during the

inter-war years, hras an independent nation, and that mernbers
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of the first vrave included many Estonian Nationalists. The

conscious attempts aimed at maintaining Estonian social and

cultural- solidarity also had a secondary socioeconomic focus

and ultinately resulted in the formation of Estonian

Associations.

The !{innipeg Estonian Society, established in L929,

becomes important in a discussion of population demoqraphics

priurarily from a methodologicat viewpoint. Untit recently,

no other sources on l{innipeg Estonians have existed.

Questions concerning hov¡ comprehensive the Winnipeg Estonian

Society's list of Estonians is, versus the actual number of

lilinnipeg Estonians naturally come to mind. But for later
years, when data is comparable, the differences are negligible
(see Table V).

We must recall that ethnic maintenance hras less critical

for some of the economic migrants than for the Estonian

refugees. It is useful at this juncture to view Estonian

ethnicity from the standpoinÈ of a social fact. Durkheim

argues that social facts involve, rr...ways of acting,

thinking, and feeling, which possess the remarkable property

of existing out,side the consciousness of the indívidual...Not

only are these types of behaviour and thinking external to the

individual, but they are endued with a compelting and coercive

po!üer by virtue of which, whether he wishes to or not, they

irnpose thenselves upon himrr (L982:51) .
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If we argue that refugee Estonians felt compelled to
naintain ethnicity white in exile, then the close correlation
between C.M.À. data and Winnipeg Estonian Society figures

seems substantiated. Moreover, it points to a tightly-knit
conmunity. Those individuals who had cited Estonian origins
(single and multíp1e origins), Lrere also members of the

t{innipeg Estonian Society; they attended I{.8.S. functions.

A conpelling nature may underwrite their menbership since

their exile nas certainly not an individual decision, and a

síl-ent obligation to maintain ethnicity, whether Èhey wanted

it or not, nay have been in place.

The same cannot be said for the economic migrants of the

first wave. Their orientations h¡ere focused more on

individual concerns and they nere Èherefore somewhat absolved

of a conpelling need to maintain ethnicity. This could

naturally affect the numerical correlation between actual

figures and the numbers presented by the !{innipeg Estonian

Society prior to the Second Wor1d War. The W.E.S. figures are

probably somewhat lower than the actual numbers.

How serious a problem this presents depends on one's

viewpoint. Can the rrless-compelledrr Estonians be considered

on the verge of assimilation and therefore non-Estonian? Or

do these pre-World War II figures matter that much since,

after all, they are the only ones hre have to work with?

Keeping these problenatic questions in nindr wê shall
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nevertheless proceed with the available data and trace the

numerical peaks and valleys of Estonians in l{innipeg.

The 1-929 !{innipeg Estonian Society's menbership list
numbers 23 individual-s. By L948 these figures had increased

to 47. With the post-I{orld lfar II inf lux of displaced

Estonians this figure swelled considerably and reached a peak

of 160 in 1953. Slowly dininishing in subsequent years, the

!{innipeg Estonian population now stands at 73. For a more

complete listing of population figures refer to Tabl-e V.

W.E.S. data is shown by years of availability and Census

Canada Metropolitan Area figures are displayed for those few

years that this data has existed.

In terms of the preceding data, a few poínts are worthy

of clarification. Fairly obvious, and consistent with

Canadian trends, is the f act that there ÌÂrere relatively few

Estonians in Winnipeg prior to the influx of the refugees.

Às can be noted from the figures in Table V, the growth of the

Winnipeg Estonian comrnunity closely parallels the Canadian

peak immigration years of L948-1952. To a degree, though, it
is delayed because those individuals arriving in Canada (or

Manitoba) via the contract route would have had to complete

their one year labor camp tenure. only upon fulfilment of

their contractual obligations would one expect to find them

in Winnipeg. Informants attributed the fairly rapid decrease

for population figures to out-migration. Though employment

opportunities existed in l{innipe9, these opportunities also
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populations of Estonians, such as Toronto.
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By the 1960's, the out-nigration rate had subsided. The

remaining Estonians had found gainful emplolment, and had no

real urge to be uprooted. This ultinately resulted in the

stabilization of the Winnipeg Estonian community. Death rates

have been somewhat counteracted by birth rates, although the

second and third generation Estonians in llinnipegr as in the

rest of Canada, are composed of an increasing number of

índividuals of rnultiple origins.

SettLement and Residence Patterns

On the basis of the lVinnipeg Estonian Association list,
it was possible to plot a total of 42 households within the

metropolitan city liurits. This total is probably not

indicative of the actual Estonian presence in l{innipeg as some

second or third generation individuals of Estonian background,

people in trmixedtr marriages, or individuals who sinply no

longer naintain an ethníc orientation, rây not be included.

Having some knowledge of the personal life histories of the

political refugees and the fact that most of their offspring
can in one way or another be accounted for, it is the feeling
of this writer that this is not a serious methodological

oversight.

Às can be noted in viewing the lfinnipeg city rnap found

in the Àppendix, (see page t87) Estonian residences are
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distributed in their respective districts fairly evenly.

Winnipeg proper has the largest number of residences with ten.

St. Vital and Fort Rouge include six households each, followed

by St. Boniface with five. East Kildonan includes four

residences; Charleswood, three; and Tuxedo and St. James

contain two apíece. One Estonian residence can be found in

each of the following !{innipeg districts: Fort Garry,

Transcona, West Kil-donan, and St. Andrews.

Spread over the entire l{innipeg metropolitan area it

would, ât first glance, be easy to say that no real

concentration of Estonians exist in !{Ínnipeg. It n¡ould be

rnisleading, however, to argue that these scattered households

are indicative of a loose level of interaction. !{innipeg is

not that large a city, and travelling from south-end St. Vital

to west-end Charleswood for a social visit, is not viewed by

Itinnipeg Estonians to be a task of Herculean proportions.

Interaction, for lflinnipeg Estonians, is not necessarily

dependent on geographic or spatial proxirnity.

Household proximics, on a very small level, do exist.

There are some instances where the homes of Winnipeg Estonians

are located within uralking distance of each other, though the

numbers of homes in these cases are not large enough to

constitute a neighborhood. There are three explanations for

this phenomenon. The first, and worst, might suggest that

this is a totally random occurrence. I know of not one case

where chance is the only factor involved. üore often it was
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the case Èhat as one famiry moved from a central to a suburban

area, other fanilies followed suit, often choosing to reside
relatively close to each other. Most often, however, the

factor which underlies the presence of two or three households

on the same street or brock is kinship. The second generation

offspring of the refugees, upon leaving the hornes of their
parents, sometines didntt move very far ahray at alL. For

instance, four St. Boniface households located v¡ithin a short
distance of each other, include the home of an erderry
Estonian gentreman, the house of that particurar individuarrs
son and his wife, and tv¡o separate residences occupied by

their daughters.

f n gfeneral , hohrever, there are not many f eatures of
Estonian settlenent patterns in Winnipeg that are truly
unique. The hrave rr refugees, upon finishing their bush camp

obligations, settred in winnipeg Èo find eruplolment. Their
aspirations hrere often met, and upon bettering their financial
situation, they followed a fairry typical trend of moving frorn

row-income core area housing to middre income suburban rife.
No Estonian neighborhoods exist in l{innipeg. There are no

concent,rations of Estonians around parishes or areas which

provide employment, as is the case for the ltalians of
Montreal (see Boissevain, 1,974).
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Earning a Living

!{hile the workplace no longer acts as a forurn for

interaction between Estonians, it does deserve some

discussion. Äspects of Estonian labor force activity deserve

¡nention not only because these activities once did serve such

a function, albeit a minor one, but also because these aspects

highLight the dualistic nature of Estonians in Canada. A

dichotony exists between the two $raves of Estonians, among the

refugee segrment as it has changed through ti¡ne, ànd between

the workplace and home life. Much like the small number of

lfinnipeg Estonians, their lack of neighborhoods and other

features which tend to point toward assinilation and not

ethnic maintenance, the workplace hras not an area of

meaningful interaction. The workplace becomes important, not

because it didn't linit social interaction, but because it.
did linit social interact,ion, but social interaction with

Canadians. Essentially, Estônians had been displaced against

their will, felt conpelled to naintain ethnicity, and had

Iittle in conmon wiÈh Canadians who, by and large, knew

nothing of their plight. In general, Estonians can be

considered quite ethnocentric. In seeing this it is finally
possible to grasp some aspects of Estonian ethnicity that

heretofore have been ethereal.

Vle have mentioned that a dual nature characterizes

Estonians in Canada. This duality has a number of facets,
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each of which will be dealt with as they have appeared over

tine. The first dichoto¡ny ílluminates the differences between

the two hlaves of Estonians. The f irst $rave of Estonians hrere

migrants and econonically-oriented. That is to say that the

first wave came to Canada voluntariLy with interests geared

toward personal satisfaction, meaning personal gains in
concrete or material terms. The second wave did not falI into
this category. Their flight was involuntary: they had no wish

to leave Estonia but nere cornpelled to do so. Indeed,

Winnipeg Estonians of the second hrave do not refer to

themselves as inrnigrants at all, but as refugees. In this
wâyr getting a job and establishing oneself in Canada hras more

of a necessity than a life's goal. Though the first wave did

assist many second hrave Estonians in finding Iiving
accommodations or employnent, social interaction between

Estonians in the work place hras rare for the simple reason

that very few !{innipeg Estonians worked in the same p1ace.

Blue-collar collectíve sentiments, or a kind of class-

consciousness did not develop among l{innipeg Estonians.

There are a few aspeets of Estonian views on the work

place specifically, and Canada more generally, that do play

a part in reaffirming Estonian ethnicity. Many, if not all
Estonians, including professionals, acade¡nicians, and

politicians, found that their previous vocations in Estonia

would not be recognized in Canada. The necessity to find
enployment created situations whereby individuals ended up
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h¡orking at jobs for which they hlere overqualified. One

l{innipeg Estonian, a former lawyer in Estonia, found

employment as a custom leatherworker. It would be difficult

to inagine that he had ¡nuch in conmon with his Canadian co-

worker other than the less than notable coincidence that they

both worked in the same rnediun. For reasons such as this,

social relations in the work place htere slow to grow. Aun

echoes these sentiments, citing a prominent Estonian activist

whose career had been supplanted by factory work in Canada:

rt!{hat prevented the boring routine of rny work from driving ne

crazy iüas the energy I expended nentally in calculating the

neaningful and useful work that I could do for the Estonian

community after rny boring day of routinerr (l-985:43).

These types of scenarios point to another aspect of

dualisn. The refugee's Canadian occupations did little to

define status for the Estonians themselves. The former

Iawyer, now leatherworker, is highly esteemed by members of

the Winnipeg Estonian community, and spends much of hís tine

working as one of the four principal executives of the

Ífinnipeg Estonian Society. His day job, from this view, is

still deemed to be one of the mundane necessities of life.

one other view, in this case encompassing feelings toward

Canada and the United States, along with a millenarian

attitude toward Estonia, comes into play. Estonians felt that

their tenure in Canada would be a temporary one. Their hopes

involved an'eventual return to a free Estonia. Though most
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have now given up this hope, it is still reaffirmed at
Independence Day gatherings of the Winnipeg Estonian Society-

even though most refugee Estonians have spent more of their
Iives in Canada than in Estonia. The compelling feeting of

maintaining Estonian culture alive in exile shall be examined

at a later point, but Estonian rnillenarian views have an

associated feature, namely their feelings toward Canada or

North Anerica. ft would be appropriate to determine how these

feelings relate to earning a living in Canada.

Given their historical background, it should be fairly
obvious that Estonian refugees are nationalistic. They are

also decidedly eÈhnocentric. Time spent in bush camps did

Iíttle to alleviate the initial negative inpressions of Canada

and this further supported their ethnocentric views. One

aspect of North Àmerica was particularly unappealing, namely,

that particular concomitant of mercantilism that tends to
override elements of community, rrtruetr appreciation of art or

nature, indeed anything that the refugee Estonians held dear

to their hearts. Aun suggests that, rtÀtrlerican materialism,

the neasuring of everything in dollar terms, nas unacceptable;

and social eÈiquette hras found to be either clurnsy or

artificialtry refined and self-consciously snobbish. A rnajor

complaint was that Canadians hrere interested in a very lirnitea
range of subjects on which they could converse: professional

sports, neighborhood gossip, cars, and the economic aspects

of Iife" (L985:4L).
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This view, not necessarily directed at Canadians

themselves, who Lrere found to be quite friendly, further

supported Estonian ethnocentrism. This eventually led to a

paradox. Ethnocentrism, and the fact that many Estonians v¡ere

enployed belorr¡ their qualifications led to an intensive drive

for success in the canadian setting. l{hile disgusted t¡ith

materialism, Estonians seemed to be possessed with achieving

material success. This involved adoPting a certain

naterialisÈ posture. I{hile the refugees themselves did not

necessarily take up this pose, it was certainly instilted in

the second generation children. l{híIe the emphasis on the

children was to maintain Estonianess, they $tere also urged to

attend university and become professionals. !{hat we have is

a strongly ethnocentríc group of Estonians, disgusted with

North American materialism, finding themsetves geared toward

demonstrating their ability to succeed because they are, after

aII, Estonians.

Estonian materialism is not frowned upon' The

competitive nature of Canadian Estonians is less a we-they

scenario than one that is internalized. Estonians demonstrate

their success to themselves, not necessarily the remainder of

the canadian populace. If one hlere to leaf through the Free

press during University Convocation one would find a series

of photographs of a relatively srnalt percentage of t'he total

graduating class' rf one vtere to leaf through tr&ie E'Lgrr (our

Life), or any other Toronto-based Estonian newspaper, one
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nould see the photographs of a large number of graduates of

Estonian heritage. The point is that almost all graduates of

Estonian parentage receive such lavish treatment,

denonstrating, in turn, to other Estonians, the success of

their people.

If we refer to the occupational characteristics and post-

secondary qualifications of Estonians in Canada, it is clear

that they are well represented ín the uPper echelons of

canadian society (Table vI). For l[innipeg, owing to a lack

of such published information, comparable data had to be

arrived at through interviews. The t{innipeg categories are

Iisted, in the case of second wave refugrees, bY former

(Estonian) occupation versus present, or }ast occupation, in

the case of retíreets. For second generation individuals, the

categories utilized include their present occupation and leve}

of education completed, or to be completed (Table vII).

Backed by their previous qualifications in Estonia and

buoyed by the vision of the successful Estonían, the dream

seems to have had very real consequences. underlying this

drea¡n are the nationalistic sentiments that ultinately had

their roots with the National Àwakening and the compulsion to

¡naintain Estonianess in exile. The fact remains that

Estonians in winnipeg appear assimilated. By and large their

suburban niddte to upper niddle class existence would on the

surface suggest a mainstream canadianess. This appearance,

however, is illusory. The circumstances leading up to this
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FaniIy and Kinship

We have suggested that Estonians in l{innipeg are

associated with networks best described as rrclosely-knit.tt

But how does the network stand in reration to social life in
general? For example, does the type of network that
índividuars are associated with affect their sociar reality?
or does the social rearity resurt in a particurar network?

Elizabeth Bott (t957) definitery adheres to the first
approach. Bott argues that the type of network in which a

fanily is invol-ved, affects in a very direct way the conjugal

role relat,ions in that farnily. In fanilies with rrclose-knitrl

netv¡orks, there appears to result a high degree of conjugal

role segregation. This phenomenon holds true for faniries of
Winnipeg Estonians.

One must ask, of course, if other social realities such

as [tlestern ]iberalism or the National Awakening had affected
the initiar forms of sociar networks. We have atternpted

something of such a processual approach and it has been more

succinctly dealt with by others (See Parkin:1969). For our

innrediate purposes it seems sufficient to say that Winnipeg

Estonian families are associated with tightly knit networks

that do involve a high degree of conjugal role segregation.

The dual income, send the kids to day carer Do sex-based

division of laborr so conmon in this highly individualistic
âgê, does not apply to llinnipeg Estonians.
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Än Estonian works, not necessarily as an obligation to
self, but more due to an obligation to the fanily. The

commitment to faurily and to other members of one's kin group

warrants nuch more attention in Estonia, and to Estonians

abroad, than it does in North A¡nerica. The chaotic

developments involved in the flight of Estonian refugees has,

however, placed certain strains on elements of Estonian

kinship. Most relatives, with the exception of members of the

nuclear fanily, still reside in Estonia. Two phenornena, as

they relate to fanily and kinship, come into play.

We have stated that Estonian fanilies are closely knit
and ernbued with obligations toward fanily members that are

considerably more rigid than those generally pertaining in

North America. Following this line of reasoning, one would

expect that a fair degree of attenpted contact between

Estonians in Winnipeg (or Canada) and relatives in Estonia

occurs. This is precisely the case. In the years prior to

Gorbachevts new policies, this contact was at best sporadic.

Parcels and letters sent to Soviet occupied Estonia stere

always opened and, more often than not, they never reached

their intended destination. In recent years however,

obligations to kin have been far easier to fulfíl. Blue

jeans, coffee, spices, and other valued l{estern goods, are

sent to Estonia quite regularly. Reciprocalty, articles of

Estonian origin, such as tapestries, music or other

culturally-oriented materials, are returned. Echoes of Marcel
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Mauss' attitudes toward the tspirit of the giftn, the

associated obligations to reciprocate, and the subsequent

naintenance of social status or social relations come to nind.
visits to Estonia and vice versa are now also increasing in
frequency, though the five peopre who have nade the journey

in recent years do not constitute a great percentage of the
winnipeg Estonian population. I{hire events of world !{ar rr
have red to fractionated Estonian rerations (in terms of
physical proxinity) they have not diminished the attempt to
naintain these relat,ions.

The events of !{orld War fI have affected Estonian kinship
in a second hray. Estonian kinship is biraterar but because

most relatives stirl reside in Estonia, very few winnipeg

Estonians, excepting nucrear fanily members, are related.
This has resurted in a strange situation. Arr menbers of the

!{innÍpeg Estonian connunity are referred to as either rtonur

(the fornal term for uncle) or tädi (forrnal for aunt) by

second generation Estonians, regardress of their actual
genearogical connections. First names are used by members of
the same generation unless interaction takes prace in a formar

setting. The end result, particularly from the viewpoint of
the second generatíon Estonians, is that of a relativery
massive extended family. Fíctive kÍn, then, owing to the 1ack

of blood reratives in winnipeg, have becone quite important.

Though the same terms (onu and tädi) are used in Estonia, in
I{innipeg they have served to rerate the najority of winnipeg
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Estonians. Obligations toward members of the fictive family

are not necessarily very great, but fictive kin terninology

serves to accentuate or define another element iruportant to
Estonian ethnicity, namely friendship.

Friendshio

J. Barnes has argued that individuals relating to one

another through ties of friendship and acguaintance can be

considered a network (1954). Though Barnes has viewed

networks as a kind of a residual phenomena, in other trords

that which remains after other principles of grouping such as

territory and occupation are rrremovedrr, it nevertheless

provides us with a starting point for discussing the

friendship network of social relations and its role as a

component of Estonian ethnicity.
In order to understand patterns of activitíes and

interactions that cannot be accounted for by formal structure,

but which obviously express themselves in social life, we must

turn to some network rnodels. It appears true for the Winnipeg

Estonian case, and in accordance with Blau's scheme, that a

focus on active individuals, generating patterns by their own

decisions in aIl contexts of interaction, has certain

advantages (See Blau, 1956:53).

The study of ethnicity focuses on the social context.

Network analysis follov¡s individual interactions as they

ramify throughout the social context. It follows that neturork
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anarysis can be a usefur toor to cut across static moders in
order to arrive ât, as l{hitten and Wo1fe suggest, rrthe

relevant series of linkages existing between individuals which

may form a basis for the mobirization of people for specific
purposes under specific conditionsr (L973:?20) .

we have suggested that Estonians in Winnipeg participate
in non-Estonian occupations and do not work with other
Estonians. Neither are they localized residentiarly in an

ethnic neighborhood. ln terms of urban services, they are

again non-ethnic. They shop at safeway and Eatonrs. None of
this is particurarry ilruninating or remarkable in terms of
ethnicity. One aspect of Estonian ethnicity that is
important, however, are the sociar rerations forged through

friendship networks.

In order for Estonians to interact, become friends, and

forge social rerations, they must first meet each other. À

snall proportion of the winnipeg Estonians who had rived in
lÍinnipeg in the 1950's, had knov¡n each other in the dispraced

person camps of Germany. others had met in the bush-rabor

camps of rural Canada. It seems natural that these

friendships wourd remaín intact upon arrivar in l{innipeg as

they provided natural cushions against acculturative shock.

rn addition, some of these peopre had sponsors in winnipeg who

knew other Estonians. rn a rerativery short period of time,
these overrapping networks of friendship served to introduce

the najority of Estonians in ï{innipeg. Às much of this
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process will be described in greater detail in the upcoming

section on the Winnipeg Estonian Society, wê shalt for the

moment leave it.
We can repeat, honever, that social relations with

Canadians hrere slow to grow. This has resulted in Estonians

interact,ing rnostly with other Estonians, and hre should not

underestinate the importance of these links. l{ithout them,

life for the Estonian in Winnipeg would be isolated, lonely,

and impersonal.

Friends are always associated with the various events

that an Estonian partakes in, be they the formal, semi-formal,

or private occasions described in the forthcoming chapter.

These interactions also occur outside of the |tevent-orientedrr

boundaries, and on occasion, the results do warrant attention.
lle have said that Estonían residences in !{innipeg do not

encompass features that defíne then as neighborhoods. Àn

interesting phenomenon, with results that approxiraate that of

a very small neighborhood, has occurred, not in lilinnipeg, but

at the summer homes of four Estonian households. Initially

one fanily had procured two cottage lots just south of a

popular llanitoba sunner resort. Through information exchange

in a friendshíp network, another Estonian fanily bought two

Iots adjacent to the first fanily. After a few years of land

clearing, cottage construction, exchange of labor, and visits

from other friends who came to help in the process, two other

Estonian fanilies decided to procure nearby summer cottages
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that hrere then availabre. rn the span of five years, four
Estonian cottages vrere to be found within a short distance of
each other. These sunmer homes have served as the location
for parties at the lake, a semi-formal event in the Estonian

network

Organizations

Estonian organízations in canada, those brought over from

existing organizations in Germany, and new ones formed after
the Estoniants arrivar in canada, were designed to assist the

immigrants in their adjustnent to their new environment (see

Àun, 1985:65). Àun argues that more than 200 Estonian

organizations exist in canada but that rtno serious attempts

to centralize Estonian organizations has been maderr (1985:65).

Though the Estonian Central Council of Canada claims to
represent aII Estonians in Canada and is, furthernore, a

member of the Estonian l{orrd council of New York, which would

seeningly lend an international flavor to the structure of
Estonian organizations, there exists a large number of
organizations that exhibit no formal link with the Estonian

Central Council or any other organization for that matter.

Granted, contacts between Àssociations and the Central Council

occur, but usually at the instigation of the local
Associations or individual members thereof. The inage of a

series of organizations, the apex of which rnay be the Estonian

Central Council of Canada, and which, in turn, subsumes all
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other organizations and Associations, sirnply does not exist.
Estonian organizations in Canada are quite decentralized and

often compete for the same resources in terms of nembership

and available capital (see Àun, L985:65-85).

Because Toronto has the highest Estonian population in
Canada, it is not surprising that it also houses the J-argest

number of organizations. over harf of art canadian Estonian

organizations are found there and include such establishments

as the Estonian Arts Center, the Estonian Relief Commission,

choir and sports clubs (Àun, 1985:65 ff). In the smaller

communities across Canada, with populations of around 100, Aun

has suggested that typical local organizations would include

Estonian Ässociations, and the local Estonian Lutheran

congregation (1985:65-66). In the very small conmunities,

due to a lack of membershíp, only occasionat gatherings occur,

usually to commemorate Estonian Independence Day. In

communities of all sizes, there also occur cooperative events

organized by the various Baltic Àssociations, in the lÍinnipeg

case, to demarcate Àugust 23 as trBlack Ribbon Daytt, the date

of the lÍol,otov-Ribbentrop Friendship Pact, which put an end

to the Baltic Republic's autonomy. lfinnipeg is fairly -typical

of the smaller Estonian communities across Canada in terms of

formal organizations. It has its Winnipeg Estonian Society

and its Estonian l,utheran Congregation, both designed to help

the new enigré adjust to the Canadian setting.
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The Winnipeg Estonian Society

The Winnipeg Estonian Society, formerly known as the
Kanada Eesti Selts trSideil (Canadian Estonian Society rtBindingtt

or rrTiesrt ) , and now termed the l{innipegi Eesti Selts nsidên,

is the nucleus of the l{innipeg Estonian conmunity. This

sectíon v¡iIt address factors reading to its origin, the

structure of the society itself, its purpose or function, iÈs

subsequent decline during the Depression years, and its
reestabrishment with the arrívaI of the politicar refugees.

Data for this section has been gathered from a number of
sources. rnformation concerning the society,s first phase of
existence has been acquired through the First Book of Minutes

of the Kanada Eesti seIt,s, 'sidetr, and through interviews with
the one surviving Estonian individuar of first hrave origins.
For the lilinnipegi Eesti Selts, trsiderr, data, the first and

second books of minutes, and interviews rtrith the
[Kaanditaadidrr (the executives and candidates who act as

principal organizers of the Society) hrere utilized. I would

like to gratefully acknowledge these individual's help not

only in supplying this researcher with the written materiaLs

but also with their inval-uable assistance, cooperation, and

hospitality extended during the course of the interviews.
In order for Estonians in Winnipeg to interact, it was

necessary that they first meet one another. In addition to
previously described methods of meeting one another, one other

strategy must be considered. The key informant for the first
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htave of Estonians in Winnipeg suggested that infornaÈion in
the Department of frnmigration statistics proved invaluable.

Though some had left Estonia for unstipulated reasons, many

vtere economÍcally-oriented, and, âs such, came singly.
Through irnrnigration f iles, and the previously ¡oentioned

overlapping networks of friendship, they came to know one

another, excepting of course, those who felt that assimilating
was a more viable alternative. The rnajor motivation for these

contacts, the searching out of other Estonians, was described

as rrsheer Ìoneliness. rr Clearly the problem of acculturation
hras initially a factor.

On May 15, L929, a total of 25 Winnipeg Estonians rnet at
one of tbeir homes to discuss the possibility of forming a

rrsocietyrr, the first such Estonian Ã,ssociation in Canada. On

June L6th, 23 of the initial 25 voted in favor of such an

endeavor, and the first incarnation of the Winnipeg Estonian

Society was forned.

In terms of the aforementioned phenomena, it is of use

to turn to particular elements of network analysis. l{olfe
(L97O2229) has addressed a series of trsetstr as models for
linking persons in social situations. His rraction setrr is
li¡nited to links purposefully used for a specific end. ff we

use !{oÌfe's idea of action sets in conjunction with Adrian

Mayerst (L966) sequence of ê9o, to quasi-group, to group

formation, hre may argue that something approxirùating this has

occurred in the initial formation of the lfinnipeg Estonian
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society. Irfayer argues that, Itwhen the more constant nernbers

of an action set are at the same tine those directly linked
to ego, one can characterize them as the rcore, of the quasi-
group. This core may later crystallize into a formal grouprt

(L966:116). Tine has unfortunately obscured the exact nature

of the fornation of the group and it is difficult to determine

if there was one individual shaker and mover ot t for that
matter, a few of them.

By aII indications, however, the Winnipeg Estonian

society was founded through the purposive actions of a handful

of people. these rrsocial catalyststt, whon Boissevain

(1968:549-550) refers to as the wheelers and dearers who,

through their actions, affect the social rerationships within
the direct and indirect spheres of their maneuvers, may

ultinatery bridge Èhe gap frorn individuar (to quasi-group) to
groups. Boissevain,s notions of these social catalysts
parreying theír talents to their advantage, and urtimately
into positions of pohrer, hras likely not a great factor for the

winnipeg Estonians: the goal was probabry more conrnunal than

individuar. Purposive actions of individuars and their
rarnifying rerationships do, however, seem to have their prace

in understanding Estonian ethnicity. rt also enables one to
trace the growth (or decrine) of the community by studying the

t{innipeg Estonian society as a focar point or central node in
a network.
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The internal structure of the û{innipeg Estonian Society

is, democratically, fairty Èypicat. Executive members include

a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and a

fluctuat,ing number of rtKaanditadidtt; executive trouble-
shooters that are involved in naking booking arrangements and

the }ike for formal gatherings. Mernbership, or more

accurately, attendance at meetings, fluctuates as it does in
most voluntary associations. Those candidates wishing to run

for office are voted for by the various members with the

leading vote recípient obtaining the position.

In recent years, following the influx of the Estonian

refugees, the Winnipeg Estonian Society has been more involved

in formal-styIe events. This was not initially the case.

Though the first Estonian Independence Day celebration on

February 24t.}a, L928, occurred prior to the existence of any

formal Estonian Àssociation, interactions could be best

described as rigorously casual. Rigorous, because the

original 23 or so ¡nembers met very frequently (i.e. every

weekend), but casual, because these meetings usually did not

involve a high degree of grandiose display or ceremony.

One member of the Estonian community owned a farm near

Headingley, Manitoba, and, invariably every weekend,

individual-s would hop on the street car and meet there (only

one or two automobiles were then owned by members of the

lfinnipeg Estonian community). The infornal parties in
Headingley provided a venue whereby the Estonians could speak
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their co¡nmon language, eat traditional Estonian cooking, and

escape the loneliness and inpersonal daily existence in
Winnipeg.

House parties vrere a conmon occurrence, and because

meetings of the Kanada Eesti Selts nSidetr were also held in
private homes, the two sometimes occurred contenporaneously.

Between June 6th, 1929, and Christnas Day, L936, the Society

met a total of 31 times. These formal neetings, clearly
outnumbered by social- interactions of a more casual nature,

nevertheless had certain consequences.

Ivîoney was obviously quÍte scarce during the Depression

but it e¡as a source of pride for the lilinnipeg Estonians that
rrno one was in the soup lines. rr Collections had been taken

up from those who could afford it, and an Estonian flag was

bought, and to this day, is raised atop the l{innipeg Free

Press Tower on February 24Eh to commemorate Estonian

independence.

Correspondence with Estonia was also fairly conmon and

a subscriptíon to the Ta1linna Paevaleht (Tatlin Daily) Ìilas

initiated. The Independence Day celebrations, the procurement

of an Estonian nehrspaper, and one other event, namely nJaani

Paevrr (Iiterally translated as Jaan's Day and essentially

involving a nid-sunmer night feast and ritual), hrere the more

notable events, in addition to the frequent but fairly
infornal parties. l{id-summer night, for Estonians, the

celebrat,ion of which occurs on June 24tlr, is unique as it
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represents a throwback to the pre-Christian pagan days when

Estonia was again an autonornous region. It witl more fuJ-ly

be considered in the forthcoming chapter: Events in the

Network.

Between Christmas Day, L936, and the 9th of September,

1948, Do formal meetings of the Estonian Society hrere held.
A number of factors may have been ín play. The harsh economic

clinate of the Great Depression hras followed by ï{or1d t{ar II
and EsÈonia's annexation by the Soviet Union. fhis cut off
communication with the homeland. Numericalty, the small group

of Wínnipeg Estonians had remained more or less intact. They

still interacted as often and in the same manner as before,
but as the key l¡ave f inforrnant put it: rrl{e still met but
there didn't appear the need to formally & anything. t{e had

our Iittle circle of friends and had accomplished what hre

wanted and what we felt we could.rr The impression received

was that fornally (in writing), the !{Ínnipeg Estonian Society

no longer existed, but, in reality, the cornnunity remained

intact.

The Winnipeg Estonian Society hras reestablíshed in
September, 1948. The meet,ing,s minutes Lrere recorded in the

same book, but with a twelve year jurup between rprotokol, #lt
and #32. The Department of Innigration was agaín partially
responsible for initiating communication between those of the

established f irst hrave and the political refugees, Ìrho were

then beginning to arrive in lilinnipeg. The surviving hrave I
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informant had received a terephone call from a Mrs. Garry frorn

the Department of lrnmigration, who saíd that a number of
Estonian women hrere due to arrive in l{innipeg. This ínformant

went to the railway station to meet rtthe girlsrt who were to
be enployed as vromen domestics. Si¡nilar scenarios unfolded,

and a logical outgrowth of the swelling loca1 Estonian

population hras the reestablishment of the Estonian Society.

In L948, 47 people attended the first formal meeting in some

twelve years. By 1953, the lilinnipeg Estonian population had

increased to 160 individuals.
The same st,ructure in terms of executive membership had

been maintained, and a few new functíons in ensuing years had

been initiated. Independence Day banquets on February 241.in

remained the principal formal event, the national Estonian

flag still being raised at the Free Press Tower. Mid-sunmer
rrJaani-Paevrr again became a focal point and was held at the

Vasalund CIub in Charleswood. This hras an appropriate

location because of the nice banquet hall, the courteous

atmosphere, and because of its location on the banks of the

.ãssiniboine River, which provided two necessary prerequisites

for the ritual-a location for a bonfire in close proxinity to
water.

fn addition to the formal banquet style parties, which

included events on Christmas, New Year,s Eve, Independence

Day, and Easter, a series of potluck suppers were organized

in rented venues such as the Town and Country, and a Credit
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union in st. vit,aI. These invorved generally high turnouts
and provided occasions where Estonians courd speak their
language and revet in the presence of traditional gastronomic

specialities.
rn recent years, the Winnipeg Estonian society has been

involved with two other occurrences. Black Ribbon Day, on

August 23rd, is jointly organized by Àssociations of arr three
Bartic republics and has been fonnarry recognized through a'

proclamation drawn up by both the Mayor and premier of
Manitoba. rn renembrance of the l¡torotov-Ribbentrop pact,

which dealt the death stroke for the Bartic Repubric's
autonomy, it reaffirns trre Estonian and canadian refusar to
recognize the soviet annexation of these nations. Deportation

Day, June 13th, marks the conmemoration of Estoniats or^rrÌ

holocaust, when thousands of Estonians tere herded to the
slave camps of Siberia or simply executed.

In addition to these calendric events, the growing

Winnipeg Estonian population of the 195Ors and 196O's

attenpted some more culturally-oriented occasions. we have

mentioned that singing and song festivars have been

historically irnportant Estonian pastines. rn an effort to
recreate sornething of this, choirs nere organized which

periodically performed for the winnipeg Estonian population.

A snall theatre club arso had a brief existence, but both the
choir and the theatre crub felr by the wayside with the

exigencies of tine.
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The Winnipeg Estonian Lutheran Congregation

The overwhelning najority of Canadian Estonian

congregations are Lutheran, though Orthodox, Baptist,
Pentecostar, and seventh Day Adventist congregations also

exist (see Àun, 1985275). À11 of these congregations hrere

established after the second world war with the arrívar of the

refugee Estonians. The lilinnipeg Estonian Lutheran

congregation was forrned in Lgsz. The perceivable basis for
the formation of these congregations was to provide the means

by which religious expression could be maintained. Certain
concealed elements, however, may also have lent support to the

formation of the Estonian congregations in Canada.

The events leading up to the flight of the refugees hrere

marked by deprivation of various forrns: family and frÍends
hlere lost, along wíth the refugeets orm home country. The

Soviet takeover had also forced the church out of public life.
Roos argues that menbership in the Lutheran Church, dropped

from 851,060 to 60,742 between L937 and 1981 (1985:59). But

because the Church was a prinary vehicle in initially
resisting the Soviet takeover, it may have been víewed by the

Estonians as a banner for freedom. Furthermore, Lutheran

Church sponsorship played a role in the refugeers arrival in
Canada. These factors, along with the rapid influx of
Estonians, resulted in the formation of Estonian

congregations, the presence of which not only provided
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spiritual guidance, but also a forum with which rrEstonianessrl

could be kept alive in exi1e.

lilinnipeg Estonian Lutheran Church services are conducted

at rrour saviour's Lutheran churchr and are herd three tines
annually: Easter, Thanksgiving/Remembrance Day, and christnas.
In previous years, due to the fact that Winnipegrs Estonian
Lutheran congregation did not have its oh¡n pastor, services
h¡ere conducted by visiting pastors. This hras nade possible
because formal linkages exist between locar Estonian

congregat,ions and national and international Estonian Lutheran

Church orgranizations .

Aun (1985:78) has argued that many of the order Estonian
pastors have died and that few young Estonians have chosen to
enter the ninistry. This has resurted in some Estonian

congregations having to import pastors from abroad. The

Ilinnipeg case has followed a reverse path. rnitially,
visiting pastors Lrere the norm, but since the late Lgjors, one

rocal I{innipeg Estonian has, through correspondence, completed

the ninistral exams and notr presides over the three annual

services, the baptizing of children, and funeral services.
The soloist and organist are arso raembers of the Estonian

connunity.

rn this chapter we have rnentioned a number of factors
which lend form to Estonian ethnicity. we have arso looked

at state policies, the sociar history of Estonians in canada,

and the organizat,ions which exist for Estonians in Winnipeg.
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!{e have nentioned that certain events are foci for the

Estonians in their denonstration of ethnicity. In and of

itself, this is not wholly sufficient. The image presented

to this point is somewhat, analogous to describing an exploded

diagran of an electric Èoast,er and the order of operations

with which the construction of íts conponent parts and

currents can be understood. ûf,e may be able to understand how

it fits together much in the same way that hre can see aspects

of Estonian ethnicity and the events which have led to its
present form. One crucial elenent is missing, however. lilhat

makes it rrv¡orkn" What is the nature of the electric current,

the life-force, the rrchargetr of the Ilinnipeg Estonian

conmunity? What is it that, if one refers to the llanifesto

to the Estonian People, will make |tthe torch flash and flame

at both endsrr (see The I'Ianifesto to the Estonian People.

Source: Uustalu, L952:158-159). The following chapter will
hopefully enable us to comprehend what this core of Estonian

ethnicity involves.
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CTIÄPTER TIT

ETTEìITS IN TTIE ilE!T'¡ÙORK

Introduction

In the preceding pages one can find a skel-eton of the

Estonian community-on a fairly general level abroad, and on

a more specific base as it reÌates to the l{innipeg case. This

skeleton has been rrfleshed outrr by organizational materials

found in Chapter II. Absent, however, is an account of the

force which anj-mates this community. It is the feeling of
this writer that much of the life-force, the flpassiontt, whích

lends vitality to the Estonian community, can be delineated

through the observation, description, and subsequent analysis

of t{innipeg Estonian events. These events, and their
associated slmbolic underpinnings, fa}l into four categories:

formal, semi-formal, private, and finalLy, events in the

extended network. These events in the extended network serve

to link displaced Estonians worldwide.

lile have hinted at the significance of slanbols vis-à-vis
the events of the WinnÍpeg Estonian cornmunity. Naturally,
questions will arise as to what a synbol is, what the slnnbots

for Estonians actually are, what kinds of symbols they are,
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and perhaps most importantly, how they stirnulate the

community. Equally irnportant is the relation of ritual
slmbols to social structure. Do these symbols and the

concomitant ritual processes sirnpJ-y reflect social structure,
or is sonething different occurring (see Turner, 19gO:558)?

As much of this wirl be addressed in the forthcorning anaJ-ysis,

we will- direct this chapter to the description of the events,

and the introduction of the symbolic elements as they appear.

Formal EvenÈs

Introduction

For¡nal events for the l{innipeg Estonian community can be

defined as occasions which involve fairly ritualized,
communitas-oriented phenomena. This is not to say that
individuals' themes are not present. Turner (19goz574-576)

has argued, that even sinple ceremonies may involve multiple
levels of meaning. This rrmultivocalityrr of slznbots does not

disregard the individualized, internalized leve1 of ureaning.

But, for formal events, these neanings on an individual level
are subsumed under the umbrella of the collective. The

conmunity takes precedence over any individual. Formal

slnnbols evoke powerful emotions due to common historical
experiences and the si¡nilar social condiÈions of the

conmunity's members. This public meaning, in turn, provides

sonething of a guideline by which the menbers of the comrnunity

enact rrEstonianess. tl
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The Estonian Independence Day Banquet

The Estonian Independence Day festivities are the key

annual event for l{innipeg Estonians and, with the exception

of l,{orld Estonian Festivals and Song Festivals, for other
Estonian conmunities worldwide. The rndependence Day feast
encompasses the hopes and aspirations of the entire community.

ft serves to unite the menbers under the collective
remembrance of nationhood and independence. lfe shall outlíne
a little of the history and some elements of the banquetrs

organízation, but the primary focus will be on the evenù

itself and what occurs during it.
In prior years, a nunber of venues have been used for the

February 24t-t1 festivities-some adequate, some less than

satisfactory. For the last four years, since t987, the

Scandinavian Club on Erin St. has provided the setting for the

event. There seem to be a few ethos-related reasons for this
choice in location. In the past, sites such as the Plaza

l{otor Hotel had been utilized. This hall 's location }ras

adjacent to a bar that featured live rock and roll bands as

entertainment. Estonians, generally, are not fond of high

decibel rock and roLl and the clientele associated with such

nusic unless, of course, the band happens to be composed of
Estonians as was the case when rrUltima Thulerr visited
!Íinnipeg. The band members of Ultinra Thule were housed by a
meruber of the Winnipeg Estonian cornmunity and their
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Itröögimirêtt, IiteralIy translated as histrionic shrieking,

was grudgingly tolerated by other Winnipeg Estonians.

This points to the inappropriateness of some locales, but

does not address hrhy the Scandinavian CIub would be more

suitable. It seems axiomatic that people are more comfortable

with others that are |tcloserrt to themselves , geograohically,

historically t ot culturally (sirnilar observations have been

made by Styrneist , 197526, 50-52) . Swedes, Danes, and

particularly Finns, are viewed by Estonians as not quite

Estonian, but certainly closer than rrothersrt (others referring

to the materialistic North Àmericans). For Estonians then,

the apex of ltcivilizationrr consists of Estonians, followed by

Finns, other Scandinavians, and finally, all rrothersrr. The

Scandinavian Club also provides food which is quite sinilar

to traditional Estonian fare and, perhaps more than

coincidentally, a tapestry of a Viking ship. The Viking ship

¡notif is not tinited to Scandinavians. Estonians have

utilized these ships as subjects for woodcuts and jewellery.

The event itself consists of two physicatly separated,

but slnnbolically connected, stages. on the morning of

February 24t-}r, the Estonian National flag is raised atop the

Winnipeg Free Press Tower where it remains until after the

banquet. This phenomenon seems more associated with the

demonstration to non-Estonians something of the plight of

exiled Estonians. Perhaps a handful of l{innipeg Estonians

attend the flag-raising, which itself takes no more than a few
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minut,es. Though not a najor community event, the flag-raising
does draw some attention. It is akin to the undercard of a

boxing match in that the prelirninary bout sets the stage for
the main event.

The organization for the banquet itself is straight
forward. The executive members of the Estonian Society

contact mernbers of the community, usually via telephone, to

determine an estimate of the number of people expected to
attend. While engaged in conversation, guests are rerninded

to bring their personal Estonian banners which are, in turn,
placed on the banquet tables. Once the estimate of the sÍze

of the group is deternined, booking arrangement,s are confirned

and the menu is decided upon. This brings us to the event

itself.
Usually the executive of the Winnipeg Estonian Society

and the local ninister are the first to arrive. The treasurer
greets the guests and collects the monies for the rental of

the hall and the dinner. A large Estonian national flag is
unfurled and situated amongst the flags of the Scandinavian

nations, and the smalLer banners are placed at the dinner

tables. After a few drinks and a general nilling about, the

group is called to attention and the following sequence of

events occurs.

The first step involves a few introductory remarks by the

designated master of ceremonies (usually a nember of the

Winnipeg Estonian Society executive) that basically thanks
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those present for their attention and support of the event.

The master of ceremonies then beckons the pianist (also a

member of the Estonian conmunity) and the singing of the

Estonian National Anthen commences. As with many anthems one

can observe a solennity in the air punctuated by the

occasionar tear as the perforners recollect rfreedomil and an

independent Estonia contrasted to the soviet controrred
Estonia of today. If visitors from other Estonian

communities, or from Estonia itself are present, a toast is
commonly presented as is the song Ta EIa Ku. This is the

traditional song of greeting which extends good health to the

recipient and the conmunity.

After reseating themselves, a formal speech is usually
on the agenda. Though presented by a number of people, over

the course of a nunber of Independence Day banquets, the

conponents or contents of this pronouncement have remained

renarkably consistent. Some reference to the golden age of
Estonian independence always seeps into the speech. Às well,
a testinony that ínvolves the wherewithal of the Estonían

people is presented, and the reaffirnation, that if this
resolve is naintained, that |tjusticert will be served. The

speech is efficacious. One can view the expressions of the

individuals involved and note a solemn innerdirectedness and

a setting of jaws. Invariably some reference to Soviet

occupation occurs, prompting gesticulation on behalf of the

co¡nmunities members-rolling eyes are punctuated by occasional
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hostile cornrnentary directed toward the Soviets. The

insider-outsider dichoÈony is further supported by this
millenarian phenomena. This millenarian designation requires
some clarification.

Hobsbawn (L979244O-444) has provided us with a key

principle in terms of such move¡nents. He argues that
millenarian movements in the trclassicrr sense, and modern

revolutionary movements, differ in their respective nethods

of achieving their goars. the crassic miltenarian movement

operates through a miracle or divine revelation, and

revolutionary movemertts proceed by way of explicit political
or tactical strategy. Both, however, are motivated by a. sense

of ff inpossibilismrr (see Lessa and Vogt, 1-979244O).

Furthermore, these movements can only be maintained by the
groups absolute faith that their utopian goal can be achieved.

Hobsbawn argues that classic millenarian movements

involve three main characteristics (L979244L). The initial
stage invol.ves a total rejection of the present evil v¡or1d.

Hobsbawm's second factor involves an ideology of a

ffchiliasticrr variety (t979:441). This ideotogy refers to the
period of perfection, happiness, and freedom from human

imperfection, that had occurred in the past and r¡ill, somehohr,

occur again. The vagueness as to how it will occur is
Hobsbaurm's final point.

Winnipeg Estonians, particularly at fndependence Day

festivities, exhibit these characteristics to varying degrees.
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They most certainly long for the reestablishnent of the

perfect days of the past. For Estonians, perfection wouLd

correspond to an independent Estonia. They simultaneously

reject the irnperfect present, in this case Soviet occupied

Estonia, while never explicitly establishing how any of this
can actually occur. The constant theme throughout, is the

faith that it somehohr can.

Estonians, particularly the extended network of Estonians

abroad, also embody some of the more revolutionary criteria
outlined by Hobsbawm. In recent years, given the changing

political circumstances in Estonia, a more revolutionary
posture has been adopted. A gamut of phenomena that
revolutionaries embrace can nohr be found amongst Estonians.

Demonstrations such as those witnessed during B1ack Ribbon Day

occur, âs do petitions against the Soviet occupation.

National banners are always found in concert with such events,

culninating with international occurrences such as Estonian

World Festivals. As much of this wil} be considered in a

discussion of the other formal events, let us sinply state-

that the Estonian case may be one that is transitional between

millenarian and revolutionary. Let us return to the

Independence Day banquet. Perhaps hre can glinpse a little
more of how this Hobsbawmian rrfaithrt comes in to play.

After the conclusion of the speech, other announcements,

if there is a call for then, are delivered. These usually

involve relevant Esto-related events, such as the recent tour



Figure 5: "Peace with Freedomn 

In recent years, Estonians, and other Balts, have become 
increasingly more political in demonstrating their 
dissatisfaction with Soviet occupation. This particular 
scenario unfolded at the foot of the legislative buildings 
shortly after Lithuania's declaration of autonomy. The 
demonstrators were protesting the increased Soviet military 
presence in Lithuania which accompanied the Lithuanian 
declaration. 
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of an Estonian male choir. Their performance, in Fargo, North

Dakota, was attended by six 9{innipeg Estonians, captured on

video-camera by one of then, and subsequently viewed by a

number of Estonians that had not attended the performance.

The most recent (1990) Estonian Independence Day banquet

included a guest, the nephew of a Winnipeg Estonian, who was

in l{innipeg on a four month visa from Estonia. His presence

generated a forun for díscussion as to what the rrsituationrr

in Estonia was, establishing a kind of reconnection with a

land that most had not seen for some forty-five years.

After these occurrences, the ninister is called on to
perform grace, and the feasting begins. Upon completion of
these formal micro-events, which basically involve the

reaffir¡nation of Estonianess, the actors seem to experience

some degree of tension relief. Their solemn obligations to
their cornmunity fulfilted, they are quick to engage in the

less structured actions of eating and drinking. This brings

us to the feasting itself.
There is nothing exceedingly notable that can be

discerned on a cornmunity-based level. .A few itens, more or

less individually-oriented, do deserve consideration however.

l{e have mentioned that the Scandinavian C1ub's smgrgasbord is
quite sinílar to traditional Estonian fare. Similar, but not

identical. This invariably results in some commentary as to
the excellence of the food, because it is less North American

and more nEstoniantt. On occasions, one can also nitness some
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reference to the inadeguacy of the rrrosoljetr or the blandness

of the potato salad. The more crítical Estonians responsible

for such comments Seem to remind themselves, and others, that

though the food is most exceptional, it still is not Estonian.

The remainder of the evening is quite typical of any

number of formal, banquet-style dinners. Much eating, a

degree of ÌibaÈion, and general fairly nondescript interactíon

occurs. On occasion, íf the group's spirits are particularly

high (it is difficult to otherwise describe this intangible

type of trmoodfr), a spontaneous call for song may occur, for

Estonians like to sing.

one final element, and Ít is not designed as a

postscript, involves the presence of a wealth of personal

symbols that are Esto-centered. Dresses, ties, pins, rings,

aII ernblazoned with the blue, black and l¡hite Estonian

national colors, are to be found ever)nÂthere. Traditional

amber jewellery and viking ship brooches are also likely to

be evident.

To summarize this section, it is of use to incorporate

Geertz's vÍews on synbors' For Geertz, symbors incrude

objects, events, and acts that provide a vehicle for

conception, with conception.being equated with the symbolst

meaning (see Lessa and Vogt, L979:78). Furthermore, sacred

symbols niniurize baf f lernent or paradox because rrthey

synthesize a people,s ethosrr (Lessa and Vogt, 1979279).

Geertz continues by arguing that it is through ritual that



Figure 6: "Sacred Tiesw 

Since 1884, the blue, black, and white tricolor has existed 
as the key symbol of the Estonian people. Outlawed in the 
Soviet Union, refugee Estonians display the banner in a number 
of situations. This photograph captures the exhibition of 
these national colors on the ties of the individuals pictured. 
The event depicted involves the opening speeches during the 
Independence Day festivities. 
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these preceding conceptions are confirmed (Geert,z , L979:86).

l{ore specifically:
rt...though any religious ritual involves this
symbolic fusion of ethos and world-view, ít is
nainly certain nore elaborate and usually more
public ones, ones in which a broad range of moods
and notivations on the one hand and of netaphysical
conceptions on the other are caught up, which shape
the spiritual consciousness of a people.rr (Geertz,
L979:87 ) .

GeerÈz also suggests that these performances are models of

what they believe and models for the believing of it and that
ilIn these plastic dramas men attain their faith as they

portray it. tt ( Geertz , L979: 87 ) .

In terns of these aforementioned postures, the Estonian

Independence Day banquet can be summarized thusly. It ís the

most public event of the community, laden with key syrnbols

that include oratory, flags, viking ships, tapestries,

natíonal colors, and the nFreedom for Estoniatr proposition

that, by the conclusion of the event, has provided a plausible

scheme of what they believe and the nethod of believing it.

A believable faith, ethos t or worldview is generated, and

naíntained, which ultimately shapes the flesh and bone of the

IÍinnipeg Estonian social order.

The Estonian Lutheran Church Services

The Estonian Lutheran services, along with the

Independence Day Banquet, comprise the more inportant formal

occasions for the conmunity. Three annual services are

offered. These include services at Christmas, Easter, and a
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Day, Ä11 saints Day, and Lutheran Reformation pot-pourri. Due

to the fact that most Lutheran services are quite sinirar to
each other, regardless of ethnic affiriation, it is not
particularry necessary to describe the entire service.
Because of this, ürê shall linit our commentary to three
generar areas: the organization of the services, the points
at which the Estonian service diverges from the rtypic¿1il

Lutheran service and, finarly, a description of Èhe brunch

which concludes each service.

Two organizationar levels, as they rerate to the winnipeg

Estonian Lutheran congregation, can be delineated. on a macro

leveI, the 9üínnipeg Estonian Lutheran congregation is a member

of the Missouri synod. The Toronto conçtregation is arso

connected with this synod (see Aun, 1985 zz9). This connectíon

is pertinent because much of the contents, and order of the
particurar services, have their source in Toronto. This

results in a degree of pararrerisn between affiriated
congregations.

on the local lever, a church committee is responsibre for
the service's organizationar aspects. This incrudes the
pastor and three other mernbers. Àfter the pastor receives the

nateriars for the service, the communityrs nembers are

notified of the tine and date of each respective service. The

organist and soloist, both nernbers of the winnipeg Estonian

community, are contacted a day or so before each service and
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members are responsible for the bulk of these iterns, ensuring

that no other conflicting events are occurring during the
Estonian services. These members are al-so responsibre for
the collection of the offering at the concrusion of each

service. This brings us to the event itself.
The organizers, along wíth the soloist, organist, and

those who assist in the preparation of the post-service

brunch, are the first to arrive. The guests forrow and seat

themselves, and the service begins. À few elements are

evident which distinguish an Estonian Lutheran service from

other Lutheran services. The most obvious is that the entire
service is in the Estonian ranguage. other, less discernible
elements, but erements of some consequence, are that Estonian

services are suffused with nationalistic components. There

seem three ways in which these nat,ionalistic components

surface.

fn addition to prayers that are fairly typical of
Lutheran religious expression, there also exists a prayer for
the honeland-a solemn statement directed to Èhe welr-being of
the EstonÍan Repubtic. The pastor's sernon is arso permeated

with nationalistic sentiment. often this discourse nentions

reports from Estonia t ot recent media-rerated items.
Generally, these seem to hightíght some of the more negative

aspects of soviet occupation but, notabry, they incrude a carl
for the congregatÍon to rnaintain their trfaíthr. rn this
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manner, the sermon parallels the speech at the Estonian

Independence Day banquet. The millenarian sense of
trimpossibilismrt is, again, evident and repeatedly utilized in
conjunction with trfaithtr.

The final aspect which distinguishes the Estonian service

from other Lutheran services is the singing of the third verse

of the Estonian National Änthem. ItSu Ule Juma1 Valvakurr,

roughly transLated as rrGod !{atch over Estoniarr, is the one

verse of the anthem which lends itself to a nonsecular forum

more so than do the other verses. llore recenÈIy, and likely
in response to Estonia's directive of self-deternination, the

entire anthem has been performed.

In terms of ethnicity, then, the Estonian church services

are inportant for a number of reasons. In a previous section

we have nentioned that the church (in Estonia) was sígnificant
in resisting the Soviet takeover. This posture of the church,

as a banner of freedoru, has been continued in Pilinnipeg.

Furthermore, the services provide the gtinnipeg EsÈonian

Lutheran congregation with a means for religious expression

in their mother tongrue. In terms of ethnicity, the services

include symbolic elements of nationalisrn and trfreedomrr and,

in so doing, &ây further support Estonianess.

After the conclusion of the service proper, the

congregation moves to the basement for the brunch. The

organization of this little meal is inportant, as it again

highlights aspects of Elizabeth Bott's (L957) thoughts on
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tightly-knit networks. ÍÍhi1e the congregation is involved

with the service, the non-Estonian spouses of the Estonian

males are in the church basement preparing the coffee and

setting the tables. The Estonian wives, prior to each

service, usually prepare a tray of traditional Estonian

sandwiches and bring these along with them for subsequent use.

This degree of conjugal role segregation again hints at a

tightly knit network (see Bott, L957\.

Two additional occurrences are important in an

anthropological díscussion of this brunch. On one hand, it
provides a setting where a nunber of the cornmunityts rnembers

are present in the same place simultaneously, thereby

providing a convenient forun for announcements or speeches

that have an Estonian focus. Finally, and this is consist,ent

with most formal, semi-formal, and private occasions, there

occurs the gastronomic element. Usually one finds a number

of types of open-faced sandwiches, a variety of baked goods,

and copious quantities of coffee. Just how to interpret the

symbolism of this food is difficult. !{hat can be said is that
traditional foods are usually evident at events of any kind

and, in some unsubstantiated wây, they somehow serve to
further link the members of the community. If one was to
hazard an informal guess, one should first note that these

foods are not [everydaytt foods. The itens are of a more

traditional type that are, in some wây, less secular than

other itens. In this manner, they may seem somewhat
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emblematic of Estonia; something that para1lels a kind of
totenic connection seems to exist, however intangible this
connection may appear.

Deportation Day

On June 13th, L944, over 101000 Estonian men, Lromen, and

children were forcibly removed from their homes and

subsequently deported to the labor camps of Northern Russia

and Siberia. Roos argrues that rrsome 6OTOOO Estonians were

arrested, murdered, or deported duríng the first Soviet

occupation in I94O-4It' (Roos, L985:41). But June 13th, 19441

when approxímately one percent of the population disappeared

overnight,, has become established as a date in the sacred

calender of Winnipeg Estonians.

Every June 13th, Winnipeg Estonians congregate at the

l,temorial Boulevard location for a brief ceremony for their
dead. The pastor conducts a short service reminding those

present of the conditions of that day in L944. From the point

of view of the Estonians present, their partÍcipation in the

event, Ís short in duration, but nevertheless inportant. With

Estonian National flags waving, wreaths are laid for those

lost during the Second lilorld War.

Though the ritual takes litt1e time, and no subsequent

neet,ings occur irnnediately after the event, this does not

necessarily mean that the occasion is a minor one. There are



Figure 7: "The Deportation Day Memorialt1 

This brief ceremony, an amalgamated effort on behalf of the 
three Winnipeg Baltic communities, is held to mark the wave 
of deportations of Balts to Siberia. These deportations hit 
a peak on June 13th, 1944. June 13th has remained to this day 
a date in the Estonian sacred calendar. 
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indications that many Winnipeg Estonians, some not, present at
the wreath laying, have their ohrn personal r/ays to memorialize
this day. Às such, it can be viewed as a sacred moment in
tine. rt is a carendricar phenomena that is crearly endowed

with sacred meaning for Estonians, and for the observer, it
provides another opportunity to view a formal enactrnent of
Estonianess.

fnternational Black Ribbon Day

rnternational Brack Ribbon Day is the finar, and

chronologically rnost recent, formal event invorving lüinnipeg

Estonians. Forrnally recognized through mayorar and provincial
government procranatíon, rnternational Black Ribbon Day can

be viewed as a symbolic counterstroke to the Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact signed on AugusL 23, Lg3g. This pact, signed

by stalin and Hitrer's generals, 1ed to the partitioning of
Eastern Europe with the Bartic Repubrics (Estonia, Latvia, and

Lithuania) falling under the soviet sphere of influence. rt
was this pact which directry red to events curminating in the
Soviet annexation of Estonia.

on the locar level, Black Ribbon Day, like Deportation
Day, is an amalgamated effort of the three winnipeg Bartic
communities. on an internationar rever, however, thÍs has

involved major demonstrations. Every Àugust 23rd, Estonian
conmunities worldwide publicry denonstraÈe against soviet
occupation. rn light of the recent stance of autonomy by
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Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, Black Ribbon Day has reached

near-revolutionary proportions. On Ã,ugust 23rdt :-.99g, over

one million Balts joined hands in a human chain that reached

over 400 miles, spanning the three Baltic Republics. Due to
the smaller populations of refugree Estonian communities,

Canadian-Estonian demonstrations do not reach these peak

proportions. But B1ack Ribbon Day serves to unite flag-waving

Balts worldwide and constitutes a key calendric ethnic event.

Semi-Formal Events

Introduction

For our purposes, semi-formal events can be considered

as somer¡hat ritualized, conmunitas-oriented events, but less

so than the aforementioned formal events. It is of use to
repeat Durkheim's notion of a social fact at this juncture.

Durkhein argues that social facts involve rrways of acting,
thinking, and feeling, which possess the remarkable property

of existing outside the consciousness of the individual...not
only are these types of behaviour and thinking external to the

individual, but they are endued with a cornpelling and coercive

pohrer by virtue of which, whether he wishes or not, they

irnpose thenselves upon himf' (L982:51) .

It would seem to this observer, that the external,

conpelling, and coercive powers are nanifest more so in the

fornal events than in the semi-formal. The compelting rrI must



Figure 8: IBDefiling the Molotov-Ribbentrop PactB1 

This calendric ceremony, also an amalgamated effort on behalf 
of the Balts, symbolically defiles the pact that directly led 
to Estonian occupation. 
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do thisrr theme is not as infruential with semi-formar events.

Yet, attendance at the seni-formal occasions is equally high.
The reasons seem to have shifted to a trwantrt rather than a

flmustfl .

As with formal events, wê shalt describe the occasions

and highlight any associated synrbotic elemenÈs. Due to the

fact, that many of these serni-fornar events can be subsumed

under the.rubrics of rrpartiesrr, rrfeastsrr, or trdinnerstr, there
will be a noted overlap in many of the descriptive and

slmbolic materials.

Dinner Parties

In a previous section we have noted that along with the

swelling Winnipeg Estonian population, directly related to the

influx of the poritical refugees, there occurred a resurgence

of the Winnipeg Estonian Societyts banquets on Christnas, New

Year's Eve, Independence Day, and Easter. In addition, a

number of ¡rotluck dínners in rented venues also occurred.

Though Winnipeg Estonian Society banquet functions are noht

linited to Independence Day festivities, and rented venues for
potluck dinners are no longer utilized, dinner-sty1e parties
still occur. These, however, are now held in the private
residences of members of the connunity.

Ànthropologicatly speaking, this should not pose a

serious dilemma. The subject here, ís not the national
origins of the group, nor the nature of the internal cultural
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traditions, but rather, the maintenance of boundaries to
preserve the organization of activities and interaction (see

Barth, L97Oi1-5ì DeVos, L97S:6).

For this sect,ion, then, though we ¡t¡ilr focus on curturar
erements which compose these dinner parties, it is inportant
to not overlook another salient fact. The number of formal

banquets and potluck dinners in rented rocales has dropped.

But, it would be erroneous to suggest that this is a

refrection on the vitality of the group. The shift is one of
degree rather than kínd. The one formal banquet and the
dinners in private residences rrhrorkil in much the same hray as

did their predecessors. Boundaries are stirl naintained.
Ifhat, then, are the relevant characteristics of these

dinner parties? significant aspects wourd have to incrude

when and how often these dinners occurr âs werr as who the

actors in attendance are. Finalry, though we have suggested

that content is in some cases secondary to the boundaries

themselves, we shall include some rerated cultural content.

Às slmbols are culturar and are contained within the

boundaries, their relation to boundary maintenance should

deserve some attention.
The residence-oriented dinners have supplanted the

winnipeg Estonian society formal banguets in that they occur

at roughly the same tine: Christmas, New yearrs, and Easter.

In addition, these occasions do not occur at only one

residence, there may be three or four christnas dinners at
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three or four Estonian residences annualIy. Àt first grlance,

this would not really seem to be anthropologically

significant: nothing here effectively distinguishes an

Estonian dinner from any other. What one must consider is the

residences, and who inhabits then? They are Estonian

residences, inhabited by Estonians. There is no humming and

hawing as to whether one should attend a Christmas dinner or

not, unless the invitation originates from a non-Estonian.

We are again reminded of Estonian ethnocentrism.

In terms of this, a number of aspects warrant

consideration. First of all, the residence is that of an

Estonian, complete with cultural ite¡ns that signify, at least
to other Estonians, that very fact. Second1y, those in
attendance, which can vary from a ltjust fanÍIy and close

friendsfr number of a dozen or so, to najor dinners of thirty
to forty people, are invariably Estonian. The exception to
this rule are non-Estonian spouses, non-Estonian God Parents,

both of which are welcomed to the fold through kin-reckoned

processes, and, Iess frequently, other non-Estonians that the

community members have met and befriended over their forty
years in Canada. This is not to say that social ínteraction
with non-Estonians does not occurt it does, but the dinner

parties are more or less reserved for Estonians.

The final aspect worthy of attention relates to the

observable cultural items. Though these items exist within
the hones of Estonians (as trcontentstt), they may also have a
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more extensive function. Namely, they can serve to mark the

event or residence as Estonian. In this fashion, they exist
within the boundary as sinpte objects, while their slnnbolic

meaning serves to rnaintain the ethnic boundary.

À quick inventory of objects that lend themselves to

observation would include the following:

1 . The Estonian Nat,ional Flag,
2. Some other objects that utilize the blue,

black, and white notif,
3. À viking shíp, either as a woodcut or as

jewellery,
4. The Estonian National crest,
5. Estonian books, particularly the national saga,

Kalevipoeg,
6. Tapestries of traditional Estonian pattern, and
7. In the case of five Estonian homes one can find

saunas.

These cultural itens constitute key slmbols for lilinnipeg

Estonians. All or some of the¡n are found in the majority of
Estonian residences and, during the dinner party, defíne the

residence as rrEstonianrr. At these parties one not only rrseesil

Estonian symbols; Estonian music is often played and Estonian

food is served. Dinner parties, then, can be viewed as events

which symbolically rnark off the group from the host society.

The cornrnunity, ât least for the duration of the event, exists

in its orrn little niche, bounded off from the larger social

environnent.

Parties at the Lake

These cottage focused

Estonian dinner parties in
evenLs in nany rr¡ays parallel the

Winnipeg. Cottage parties, for



Figure 9: "A Dinner for Freedomu 

A dinner party provides the occasion for this symbolic 
display. The meal features traditional Estonian fare and in 
the center of the table, one can again view the blue, black, 
and white national colors - in this case taking the form of 
a candle display. 



Figure 10 : ItNational 
Dresstt 

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  
photographs illustrate 
examp.X:e,s of Estoni an , ~ationgl Dress. During 

M-+ . / the refugee's flight, 

1 
these items with t h e m .  
The photo at left was 
actually the wedding 
dress of the subject's 
mother. The lower 
photo, from an u ~ o w n  
gathering, shows a 
cross-section of 

. . = ,  various styles. 



Figure 11: 

Wall rugs, tapestries, and the like, can be found in a number 
of Estonian households. The patterns on this tapestry are of 
a traditional style, though this particular work was created 
within the last ten years. 
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obvious reasons, only occur in the summer months, and with

one exception, more or less spontaneously. The one occasion

where the spontaneity does not exist, is during mid-summer

night. owing to a dilution of their numbers, hlinnipeg

Estonians no longer formally celebrate the mid-surnner ltJaani

Paevrr. Butr oD or about June 24th, a number of lilinnipeg

Estonians can usually be found at the cottages south of the

before mentioned Manitoba resort. The lakeshore bonfire may

no longer occur, but the feeling that those present, are

ceÌebrating nid-summer night is somehow evident.

The other cottage parties are instigated by the cottage

ohrners at a convenient tirne for themselves and their guest,s.

The statement, [kutsume köik Eestlasedtr (Iet's invite all the

Estonians) is a conmon precursor. Naturally not aII Winnipeg

Estonians sinultaneously attend these parties, nor are aII of

then invited en masse. Àn average turnout for these events

would be in the range of twenty to thirty people.

Guests come and go, fish, swin or sail, but the conmon

thread that binds thern is to be found in the feasting.

Everybody partakes heartily of the neal(s). The feast itself
is not necessarily Estonian in style-barbecued steak and

burgers are equally cornrnon-but this seems secondary. The fact
renains that the group members are there and they are aII
feasting together.

At one sunmer residence, an interesting phenomena related

to Estonian symbols has occurred. one !{innipeg Estonian took
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it upon hi¡nself to carve, o[ a two-foot slab of birch, the

Estonian National crest. carved into the sides of this slab

are the words trTere Pererr. Literally translated, this means

trhello familyrt . There is another connotation evident,

however. rrPererr can also mean rrpeoplerr as in rrüeie Pererr or
rrOur Peopletr. The rrTere Pererr woodcut is not only a greeting

but, ¡nuch like trDenétr or rrtfe the Peoplerr from the Àmerican

Constitution, it is also the Estonian's name for themselves.

The woodcut is not always in evidence. During festivities

involving other Estonians, it is raised and taken down much

Iike any other emblem.

One last iten not necessarily related to cottage parties,

but which will be dealt with here for convenience sake, is the

phenomena of personalized Estonian license plates. Like the
rrTere Perett woodcut, it means absolutely nothing to a non-

Estonian. Ttro such license plates can be found in the

Winnipeg Estonian community. The f irst, rrEestirr, is the

Estonian name for their country: Estonia. The second,

trTarturr, is the second largest city in Estonia; a city

inportant in the history of Estonia and the center of Estonian

rrhigh culturert. If a non-Estonian hrere to t¡ander down toward

the lakeshore during an Estonian cottage party, it is likely

that he or she would view rrTartutr, rrEestirr, and the rrTere

Pererr woodcut. The possible confusion that person nay

experience, would likely be viewed by an Estonian with a

combination of restrained pride and subtle glee that,
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unfortunately, cannot be conveyed through the written word.

These internally constructed synbolic boundaries do more than

just demarcate the Estonians from outsiders however. Such

slnnbols, ât least occasionally, have been mechanisms of

recruitment.

In one instance, the occupants of the trTarturr vehicle

hlere on a canping/fishing holiday. At a rest stop, just prior

to embarking for home, ân elderly gentleman approached the

driver of the vehicle and inquired: rrTartu? Àre you Estonian?rl

This led to further conversation and, eventually, an exchange

of particulars. The situation hras that of an Estonian who

had, 40 years earlier, more or less disassociated hinself from

other Estonians. The rrTarturr symbol directly resulted in him

contacting the vehicles occupants and, subsequently, other

Estonians. Ties of an Estonian nature which had been severed

decades earlier, were reestablished.

Private Events - the Sauna

Introduction

Discussion of trprivate events[ will be linited to one

item, namely, the use of the sauna by Estonians. Certainly,

other occurrences that could be defined as private are

evident, but it is not ny intention to delve into individual,

and perhaps highly personal ways, of enacting ethnicity. For

one, individual themes are absolved of a coumunity-oriented



Figure 12: "Tere Perel1 

This example of a woodcut, 
found at the summer home 
of an Estonian family, 
demonstrates an articulation 
of two symbols. The emblem 
depicted is the National Crest of Estonia. Carved in the 
sides are the words "Tere Pere, l1 translated as llHello People. l1 
People, in this case, does not refer to individuals, but to 
the people of Estonia. The lower right photo is a decal and 
highlights the blue, black, and white pattern. 



Figure 13: "Tartu-Eestiw 

Personalized license plates on two Estonian vehicles further 
illustrate Estonian symbols. vlEestiv is the Estonian name for 
Estonia. "TartuW is the name of the university city that was 
the seat of many important events during the National 
Awakening. Both express, in an emotionally powerful way, a 
connection with the homeland. 
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base and are therefore out of our frame of reference. Perhaps

more Ínportantly, such a discussion can be construed as

sonething approaching an invasion of privacy. The sauna,

therefore, remains as the síng1e detail that lends itself to

analysis.

The Sauna

The Sauna is as much a part of the culture of Estonians

as rrmom and apple pierr are in the United States. rrsaunarr is

an Estonian and Finnish word for a wooden room traditionally

containing a stove }aden with stones. These stones are heated

and subsequently doused with water resulting in an alternating

dry heat-steam bath house.

sauna use is widespread in Estonia and many of the

refugfee Estonians strove to recreate these conditions. One

Estonian, êD electrical engineer, designed a sauna heating

unit that was subsequently marketed. For this reason, five

of the forty-two Estonian househotds nohr contain saunas. In

addition, thro saunas hrere found at the summer homes of

Estonians, though one individual has subsequently sold his

summer residence at Hadashville. After selling this property'

he buitt a new sauna room in the basement of his Winnipeg

residence.

This Hadashville sauna was unique in its rusticness and

in many ttays sums up the Estonian's view of the sauna.

Granite stones from the adjacent Whitenouth River were heated
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red-hot by a little wood stove, a tin lad1e at hand to cover

the stones with water. The instant vaporization produced

intense wet heat, the experience of which is viewed almost

religiously. Hand bound birch branch |tvihtstr stere at hand to

whip one's body to increase circulation, and then the

inevitable dip into the November chilled Whitemouth River.

Though this description may seem somewhat affected, it

does illustrate an irnportant point. The home made sauna

house, the hand tied trvihtstr, the comradery of the

participants and, in general, a traditional Estonian

atmosphere, hrere a hray of reaffirming Estonianess. Generally,

Estonians seem protective of the sauna tradition. They tend

to view the commercially made, dry heat saunas in cornmon use

in Canadar âs a good idea that, unfortunately, just doesn't

work.

Events in the Extended Network

Introduction

This concJ-uding event-related section will address the

phenornena of Estonian ethnic festivals in Canada and, to a

lesser degree, throughout the world. Though the arrival of

the Estonian politicat refugees numerically bolstered Canadian

Estonian numbers, resulting in fairly organized, sustaining

urban communities, up until recently, there had been litt1e

interaction between them. Às such, Èhe festivals provided the
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Figure #14 : "Sauna and Vihtm 

These two photographs depict material aspects of a lifestyle 
Estonians have recreated in Winnipeg. The Sauna (top photo) 
is one of five found in ~stonian households. The lower photo 
is of a birch branch viht. Vihts are used to whip oneself, 
ostensibly to increase circulation, but, with the exception 
of Finns, they are rarely used by non-Estonians. As such they 
can be viewed as a boundary maintaining device. 
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means by whích a degrree of organization between the

communities could occur. In addition, the festivals htere

based on tradition, thereby providing the Estonians a means

by which to maintain their ethnocultural com¡nunity abroad. But

the importance of the festivals go beyond rrcontent-orientedrl

the¡nes. other factors of anthropological relevance also come

into play.

Estonian Festivals

I{e have suggested that urban Canadian-Estonians,

particutarly in those centres listed in Table IV, consisted

of organized ethnic communit,ies. When it becarne clear that

their desired return to an independent Estonia was becoming

increasingly less conceivable, the wheels were set in motion

to create a Pan-Canadian Estonian ethnic identity. The

Estonian festivals hlere viewed as the vehicles by which to

attain this goal.

It is possible to draw parallels between the grow'th of

the festivals and the more politically-oriented themes that

the Winnipeg Estonians now engage in. The Black Ribbon Day

demonstrations and the Canadian Estonian festivals are both

comparatively recent phenomena. Both of these occurrences may

again be viewed in terms of Hobsbawm's millenarian-

revolutionary continuum. Early in their tenure in Canada,

while the goal of returning to an independent Estonia vtas

still tenable, the Estonians seemed content to mesh with the
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canadian population in a fairly veiled fashion. other than

rrunusualrt names and accents, which the society at large could

not readily identify, Iittle served to distinguish them from

the mainstream-at least at first g1ance. They stere content

to privately enqage in rrBstonianessrr in ways and for reasons

previously discussed. When it became increasingly clear that

a return to Estonia sras, at best, unlikelY, the more

politicalty-oriented phenomena, such as Black Ribbon Day

demonstrations and the Estonian Festivals, began to appear.

A nunber of factors deserve attention at this juncture'

The vitality of individual Estonian conmunities seems to

be declining, at least for the smaller ones, owing to the

aging of their members, most of which are composed of the

political refugees. ft seems somehow inconsistent that while

these individual communities are declining, the Estonian

Canadian population, as a whole, ís seerningly flourishing'

This is at least partially attributable to the fact that

Estoníans are now socially more visible. In line with

Hobsbarrrn's millenarian-revolutionary continuum, it seens that

Estonians are no longer content to wait for their utopia' A

political nandate, a ¡nandate noht expressed to Canadian

society, is becoming increasingly more evident. The

festivals, then, not only provide a means of continuing

Estonian ethnocultural activities, but they also extol to the

host society who they are and exactly why they are here. In

addition, the festivals have served to redefine trEstonianessrr.
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Boundaries were present prior to the existence of the

festivals, but the insider/outsider dichotony has become more

graphicatly represented through this boundary maintaining

device.

Because Toronto is the nucleus of Estonians in Canada,

it is not surprising that this community hlas responsible for

the organization of many of the festivals. It is of use to

describe a few of these festivals-their organization, content,

or other ethnically notable aspects-in order to determine

their part in explaining Estonian ethnicity. Materials for

this descríption will include this researcher's ohtn

observations of the L984 Estonian !{orld Festival and Karl

Aunts description of Estonian festivals. For a more complete

treatment of Estonian festivals, refer to Àun, (1985:133-1-43-).

AI1 Estonian Associations throughout Canada have their

Estonian Lutheran Congregation and conduct Independence Day

celebrations. fn the larger communities, particularly

Toronto, one can view a number of other celebrations or

festivals and note the existence of numerous clubs and

voluntary associations. Äs Ìrre have suggested, these

communities existed in something of a vacuum. Little

interaction, particularl-y on an organizational level, occurred

between Canadian Estonian comrnunities. By the mid-sixties,

in line with a more polit,ical orientation, Estonians hlere

beginning to assume a decidedly forward attitude.
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During the l{orld Exposition of L967, the Montreal

Estonian comnunity was request,ed to perform for ltMeeting Daytt.

The Estonian ethnic performance included a choir, folk dance,

rhythnic aymnastics exhibition and, in common vtith all

Estonian ethnic celebrations, it closed with the singing of

the national anthern. This performance was unique in that the

Iocation of the Estonian perforlnance had been switched from

its initíatIy slated location to a smaller complex at the last

ninute. Aun (1985:1-35) offers that, for some unstipulated

reason, national flags Lrere not allowed at t'he alternative

location. The Estonians, wishing to make a political

statenent through cultural means, adapted their dress to

include the b}ue, black, and white national colors, and

utilized tricolor ribbons for the rhythnic Aymnastic

performances. These stances aimed at synrbolically disclosing

to the host society sonething of their nationalist posture.

Ig72 narked the first Estonian l{or1d Festival. Between

JuIy 8th and 16th, Estonians from around the world (excepting

Estonia), journeyed to Toronto for this event. Included were

3,OOO European Estonians, the majority from Sweden. This

festival included a number of cultural events, but it also

served to draw external attention to the Estonians. Media

coverage $tas prominent and Canadians hrere slow1y beginning to

understand who the Estoníans were.

Baltinore was the site for the 1976 lilorld Festival and

hras followed by Stockholm in 1-980. Aun suggests that 11500
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Canadian Estonians rnade the journey to Stockholn (1985:1-41).

1984 saw the return of the FesÈiva1 to Toronto and over 20r000

nere in attendance at these events. This figure is comparable

to the entire Canadian Estonian population but Aun (L985:14L)

relates that perhaps one-third of this total ttas composed of

non-Estonians. Still, this total gives an indication as to

the strength of Estonian ties

The Lg84 festival included 140 events ranging fron the

more traditional choirs, fine art and handicraft exhibits, and

theatre presentations, to disco parties for the rryounger

generationrr at the top of the C.N. tower. Six thousand

attended dinner at the Toronto International Centre, reuniting

friends and relatives that, in some cases, had not been Seen

since Estonia or the dispJ-aced person camps of Germany. In

addition to the more culturally oriented themes, there

occurred strong politícal overtones. rrFreedom f or Estoniarl

vras a conmon theme throughout the 1984 festival.

In addition to the Estonian World Festivals (the most

recent of which occurred in Melbourne, Àustralia in 1988)

there also occurred trwest coasÈrr Estonian festivals. These

festivals occur more frequent,ly than the World Festivals (i.e.

once every two years). The west coast Estonian festivals

alternate between university campuses in Vancouver, Portland,

Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Às with the Estonian

I{orld Festivals, these festivals are a means of promoting



Figure 15: 

These two photographs depict two of the most important key 
symbols of  Estonians. The top photo was taken at a West Coast 
Estonian ethnic festival. The cottage pictured shows a perch 
constructed to form the prow of a Viking ship. The second 
photo was taken at the 1984 Toronto World Festival. In the 
background, one can again view the Estonian National Flag. 
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traditions,
acquainting non-Estonians with Estonians...and promoting a

nationalistic, independence-oriented, political stance.

Estonian events, bê they formal, semi-formal, private,

or extended, are suffused with symbols. Às lte have seen,

these slrmbols ovre their origins to particular point,s in

history. These would include the period of Estonian autonomy

prior to Teutonic conquest in L227, and ÍntermitÈent points

during the nineteenth and twentieth century. This latter

interval would include the years surrounding the National

Awakening and the period of Estonian independence.

ft is clear that particular social conditions, such as

the influence of French Iiberal nationalisn and the

deterioration of Czarist Russia, have had effects on Estonia.

Though these conditions have subsequentty shifted, the symbols

that arose during those tines have rnaintained their effect.

Furthermore, these symbols have remained remarkably consistent

both in f orrn and meaning.

The Estonian Independence Day Festivities provide an

example of how these slnnbols function. The individuals

partaking in the event are united by similar conditions and

the experience of a conmon history. The group is further

consolidated by the comrnunity's re¡nembrance of nationhood.

We have seen that National flags, other blue, black, and white

articles, and Viking ships are present at the event. The key

slmbols provide the me¡nbers with a Geertzian conception, the
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meaning of which could be translated as trFreedom For Estonia. It

Through ritual, involving the symbols of the national anthem

and the speeches defaning Soviet occupation, the communityts

members conception of a free Estonia is confirmed.

Estonian Lutheran Church Services, the Deportation Day

and Black Ríbbon Day Menorials, and Festivals in the extended

network, further suggest cornmunity adherence to Estonian

sovereignty. These latter events, in accordance with

Hobsbar¡m,s nrillenarian/revolutionary sequence, have elements

more in connon with revolutíonary movements. A political

strategy associated with Estonian festivals is the portrayal

of their disenfranchised state, to others-

The Estonian comrnunity's events and their symbolic

underpinnings, then, are notable for a number of reasons.

First, the symbots provide the conception of a free Estonia

while the associated rituals confirn this proposition. In

addition, political statements concerning an occupied Estonia

are presented. On a community level, these statements

reinforce Hobsbawmian trfaithtr while simultaneously presenting

the plight of theír dísenfranchised state to the host society.

FinaIIy, çtroup events unify the conmunity and concurrently

support ethníc boundaries.
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As hre have seen, Estonia has had a long and rather

involved history. Prior to L227, Estonia consisted of a

loosely-knit federation. Though not politically centralized,

Estonia, during this period, t¡as autonomous. Due in large

measure to its geographic location, at the hub of a number of

economic crossroads, Estonia has been burdened by a series of

externally initiated conflicts. Various protagonists,

including the Teutons in L227, the Danes, the Swedes, the

PoIish-Lithuanian State, Russians, Nazis, and now the Soviets,

have vied for control of the strategically located litt1e
land. Between L227 and the present, Estonia has existed as

an independent nation, gtoverned by her otrn people, for only

20 years. But these years of independence and the social

conditions leading up to it, are crucial thernes in

undersÈanding present day Estonian ethos.

Estonian independence owes much to particular 19th

century social factors. Czarist rule, conmencing in the early

17OOts, ultinately resulted in the severe deteríoration of the

Estonian peasantts condition. But as the peasants condition

dectined, so did the estates that they vrere tied to. Reforms

L57
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hrere initiated and, by 1820, Estonian serfs rrtere freed' In

1-868, rent services were abolished. These two factors, in

combinat.ion with subsequent reforms that allowed Estonians to

compete both politically and judicially with the nobility,

eventually resulted in the rise of an economically independent

class of Estonian freeholders-

The ríse of education standards htas also a key element

and resulted in a highly literate population. Estonians,

therefore, htere not íntellectually paralyzed and were readily

able to apprehend and respond to the ideas of the times' Äs

an historical outpost to the west, with cultural orientations

that likewise had a westward focus, it is not surprising that

the prevaiting ideas, accepted by Estonians, had their

epicentre in the t{est. I\¡o themes, occurring on a Pan-

European level, ltere particularly important in their influence

on Estonia. Initiated by the French Revolution, the ideas of

nationalisrn and nationhood htere quickly apprehended by

Estonians. The conbination of these factors resulted in the

phenomena of the rrNational Awakening.rt Às Uustalu puts it,

this ne!ü f act, tt. . .linked and inspired every political '
economic, and literary activity...this awakening of national

sentimentrr (19522L22) .

It is useful to restate Durkheimts premise of Itsocial

factsrr and use it in conjunction with the phenomena of the

National Awakening. Durkhein argues that social facts

involve, ". . .hrays of acting, thinking, and feeling' which
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possess the remarkable property of existing outside the

consciousness of the individual...not only are these types of

behaviour and thinking external to the individual, but they

are endued with a compelling and coercive pohter by virtue of

which, whether he wishes or not, they inpose themselves upon

himtf (L982:51). We have previously argued that once this

Estonian national sentinrent hras in p1ace, it did not

completely lose focus, even though pressured by external

forces. It is probable that Durkheim's element of silent

coercion had a role in the continuing vitality of the NationaÌ

Àwakening. Sinilarly, the Faehlmann and Kreutzwald authored

Kalevipoeg, the first Estonian neh¡spapers, Estonian song

festivals, and the blue, btack, and white, tri-coIor, aII

Iikely owed their origins to the cornpelling social fact of

national sentiment.

External forces nearly quashed the Estonian nationalist

movement. The Russian directives of denationalization and

Pan-Slavism paratyzed the education system and the nev/spapers-

both effective conmunicators of national sentiment. But the

movement went underground, to resurface at the sponsorship of

second generation nationals. I{ith an intellectualized focus,

the movement gained momentum, particularly when Jaan Tônisson

joined the disparate views of Estonian nationals. Tônisson

argued that, "...the development of a people depended on its

consciousness of being a nation, and that this feeling of
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(see Uustalu,

L9522L44).

The movement came to a standstill- when the Russian

Revolution and the introduction of martial law froze Estonian

public life. Slowly, however, Estonia began to show sparks

of revival. The nationalistic sentiments, with cultural

themes created by, for, and about Estonians, would sinply not

be put down. The First l{orld War again curbed the Estonian

nationalist movement, but Estonia benefitted from the fortunes

of fate. The war did not directly touch Estonian soil until

comparatively late and Estonia had time to organize military

forces to conbat the inminent Soviet attack. Estonia declared

independence on February 24, t9L8, and, after two years of war

with the Soviets, its government maintained functions up until

the Second World !far.

Älong with the events preceding and including the

Nat,ional Äwakening, the period of independence is likewise

crucial to understanding present-day Estonian ethos.

Basically, the nationalistically influenced Estonian cultural

tradítions rrtook-of f . rt Song festivals, for examPle, inctuded

one-tenth of the population, or IOO,OOO people, giving an

indication of Estonian adherence to these sentirnents.

Incidentally, these festivals continue in Estonia, and in

light of Estonia's ongoing directive of self-determínatÍon,

30Or000-500rOOO Estonians have been found in attendance (see

Shipler, L989 !60-6L). Singing the older anthems and neht
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nationalistic songs, these performances may constitute a

symbolic signal in the Estonian denonstration of their desired

autonomy.

Essentially, the inter-war years found an independent

Estonia attenpting to gain some measure of equilibriun.

Slowly, the economy stabilized, and the recently liberated

population, nohr conscious of their own cultural history, ttere

left to embrace their Esto-centered traditions. Remaining,

and underlying these traditions, were the nationalistic

sentiments of the National Awakening.

It is, therefore, not surprising that when the l{olotov-

Ribbentrop non-aggression pact htas signed, and when Soviet

donrination constituted an inpending reality, some 80,000

Estonians escaped. Às hras the case with the botched Soviet

coup of 1924, Estonians had no desire to remain in an occupied

Estonia. This adherence to politícal freedom, grounded in

Estoniars social history and further animated by nationalistic

spnbols, ís a very real factor which shapes the ethos of

displaced Estonians.

During the post-war years, some 50T000-60r000 displaced

Estonians lived aimless lives in the deportation camps of lilest

Germany. In addition, sone 24,OOO htere to be found in Sweden.

These two groups differed in their neans of arrival to North

America. Essentially, the Swedish-Estonians, who had fared

conparativety weII, departed Sv¡eden due to rumours of a star

in which Sweden was to have maintained friendly relations with
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the Soviets. Àgain, t/e are confronted with the Estonian ideal

of political freedom-Sweden had recognized the Soviet

annexation of the Baltic nations, and Estonians, fearing

repatriation, opted to leave an otherwise cornfortable

existence.

The Estonians in Germany, having not the monetary means

to independently emigrate, signed contracts with varying

nations who hrere in need of post-war boom workers. Canada,

the United States, and Australia, vtere the primary

destinations. AIl of these nations were far removed, both

politically and geographical).y, from the Soviet Union. Àgain,

politícal freedom was a primary notivator.

In terms of Canadian settlement patterns, a couple of

tendencies are worthy of mention. Out of the l-8,810 Estonians

reported in the L97I Canadian Census, the overwhelning

rnajority (15r935) are urban. Furthermore, over 13r000 of the

entire Canadian Estonian population, reside in ontario. It

ís clear, then, that the nurnbers of Canadian EstonÍans are

sma1l. And because there has been no nevt influx of Estonians

since the arrivat of the political refugees, in the early

1950's, it is like1y that this population will remain small.

!{hen one considers the Winnipeg Estonians, the dininutive

nature of the Estonian population becor¡es even more glaringly

nagnified. Only seventy-three Estonians reside in Winnipeg.

Moreover, only forty-two Estonian households exist within the
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geographic paraneters of l{innipeg, and these residences do not

constitute a neighborhood assemblage in any social sense.

Parallels between lilinnipeg Estonian residence patterns

and occupational characteristics can be drawn. The workplace

does not act as a forum of interaction betr.reen Estonians. No

collective blue-collar sentiments exist. Along with the

decentralization of l{innipeg Estonian residences, this fact

would initially point to assirnilation, and not integration.

But I would argue that Winnipeg Estonians constitute a

tightly-knit ethnic enclave and are anything but assimilated.

It seems that solutions to deciphering the keys of Winnipeg

Estonian ethnicity cannot be found in these previously

described structural arrangtements.

fn delineating particular aspects of t{innipeg Estonian

organizations and events, hre can finally glinpse some features

that gþ support ethnicity. These organizations and events

have particular commonalities. If one can discover what

exactly anchors these commonalities-discern what ít is that
trchargesrr the Iifeways of Estonians that are ethnically

unique-then the solution to this ethnÍc puzzle nay result.

Tlro formal organizations exist in the Winnipeg Estonian

courmunity. The first, the Winnipeg Estonian Society, hras

like1y founded through the purposive actions of a few social

catalysts. There did not appear to be any individual gains

associated with being an executive in this organization. The

Society is responsible for the organization of the Estonian
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Independence Day festivities and is involved in most of the

formal events. But, since rnembers of the Winnipeg Estonian

community are also members of the Winnipeg Estonian Society,

benefits can be considered to be communal benefits, existing

outside the consciousness of the individuat. one is, again,

reminded of the compelling nature associated with Durkheim's

rrsocial facts. rr One question that the reader should consider

at this juncture, a questíon which will hopefully be answered

by the conclusion of this thesis, is; llhat actually pronpted

these social catalysts to form the lrlinnipeg Estonian Society,

and why do l{innipeg Estonian Society mernbers, remain members,

and continue in their event-related functions?

The other formal organization is the t{innipeg Estonian

Lutheran Congregation. In common with the Winnipeg Estonian

Society, one cornmunity member has felt compelled to complete

ninistral exams and novt presides over the three annual

services. The contents of the services also highlight

particular aspects of Estonian ethnicity. the service is

entirely conducted in the Estonian language, including a

solemn prayer for the homeland, and in general, the pastor's

sermon includes elements of nationalistic sentiment.

Moreover, the verse of the Estonian National Ànthem, rrGod

flatch over Estoniarrr is sung, and at the conclusion of the

service, ethnic food is served.

Formal events, such as the rndependence Day festivities,

and the defiling themes presented during Deportation Day, and
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International Bl-ack Ribbon Day, are calendric phenomena that

diverge tittte from the themes associated with church

services. Always incorporating the Estonian National flag,

or other blue, black, and white objects, they include utopian

elements and the resolve for Estonians to maintain their
rfaith.r The hope ís that an independent Estonia may once

again exist. These events have taken on a more revolutionary

posture in recent years, probably due to the shifting

political conditions in Soviet Estonia.

Pelto and Pelto (L983 z2OO) have argued that information

is often enbedded in non-material social action. Estonian

semi-formal, private, and ext,ended events, in common with

formal events, are action settings. Estonian events seem to

be the only ethnical elements that serve to demarcate

Estonians from the societal mainstream. It is, therefore,

likeIy that information b e¡nbedded in the non-rnaterial social

actions, or events, of the Estonian conmunity. Let us briefly

outline the common themes found in the four types of Estonian

events.

A quick inventory of the rnicro-events and symbols found

within the formal events would include viking ships, food,

national flags and anthems, speeches involving independence,

and personal enblems. AII of the slmbols involved, serve to

provide a conception, or the rneaning of the symbol (see

Geert,z , Lg7gz78l. Continuing Geertz's line of reasoning,

these conceptions are confirned through the ritual process
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intellectually reasonable ethos

But what do the symbols and rituals actually convey? It

should be apparent that Estonian ethnicity is heavily endowed

with nationalism. Though a return to an independent Estonia,

particularly the initial years of Estonian tenure, seems

unlikely, "...in these plastic dramas men attain their faith

as they portray ittr (Geertz , L979287). The Hobsbawmian

utopianism, the Estonian ilfaithtr, is thus attained through

Estonian key synbols and the associated rituals of Estonían

formal events.

The events in the extended network, such as song

festivals, I{est Coast festivals, and International Estonian

festivals, mirror the microcosrn of the formal events of the

t{innipeg Estonian community. Sinilarly, most Estonian

communities include the events of Independence Day, B1ack

Ribbon Day, and Deportation Day. These events are not

particularly overt ethnic strategies designed to reach the

apex of a consumption-oriented society. Rather, Estonian

representation in the upper echelons of Canadian societY, both

occupationally and educationally, DâY be viet¡ed as a by-

product of a series of social facts, grounded in nationalistic
sentiment and associated Estonian ethnocentrisn. These

sentiments are anchored and given force by particular key

slmbols
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Lessa and Vogt have argued that one culture's symbolic

analogy is another cuÌture's pvzzLe (L979:90). Àdditíona}Iy,

symbols evoke pohterful emotions, both from common historical

experiences and social conditions, and from universal features

of human psychology (Lessa and Vogt, L979:91). Sherry Ortner

has furthered these statenents and has atternpted to delineate
t,key symbols. rr She argues that key symbols are indicated by

the following:
1) The natives suggest that rX' is important,
2) rx' arouses either positive or negative, but never

indifferent emotions,
3) ìx' is found in a variety of social contexts,
4') there is a greater cuLtural elaboration surrounding

tX', and,
5) there are greater cultural restrictions surrounding

rxt (adapted from Ortner, 1979:95-96).

I would venture that the previously rnentioned slrmbols of

the formal and extended events, constitute the key slmbols for

Estonian conmunities. One slnnbol, the Viking Ship, ohres its

origin to the pre-Teutonic period of autonomy. The other

symbols, the b}ue, black, and white flags and objects, song

festivals, and anthems, ohle their origins to the National

Awakening and the period of independence. Essentially, they

convey the trFreedom for Estoniatr proposition-

Syrnbols can also provide for particular strategies, or

programs for social action in relation to cult'uraIly defined

goals (see Ortner I LgTg:95). In these terms, one can view

Estonian synrbols as the catalysts which compel Estonians to

act. As such, the !{innipeg Estonian community can be viewed
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as a series of social facts, spurred by key symbols, that

ultimately result in the social phenomena of Estonian

ethnicity.
The formal and extended events are calendric phenomena

that are endowed with sacred meaning (see Leach, L979222L-

229). But Estonian Independence Day, Black Ribbon Day,

Deportation Day, and the three Estonian church services, total
but six days in any year. For a small corununity, there seems

to occur the requirenent of some reserve support. The non-

calendricr less sacredr less compelling, semi-formal and

private events are this support group. These are not just

dinner parties and saunas. From the viewpoint of the

Estonians, they are Estonian dinner parties and Estonian

saunas, in Estonian locations, surrounded and defined by

Estonian slmbols. Again, many of these syubols involve

national colors, and consequently, reinforce national

sentiment. These events further integrate t{innipeg Estonians

and perhaps answer why Estonians, though they outwardly appear

to be assimilated, are actually not.

In conclusion, the Winnipeg Estonians are an alive,

tightly-knit, ethnic subculture, at the core of which lie
particular key symbols. Though Estonians are not socially

visible and are not occupationally or residentially distinct,
boundaries do exist. These boundaries are maintained through

the compelling nature of Estonian key syrnbols which, in turn,

create social facts. The combination of these social facts
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the social phenomena of Estonian syrnbolic

ethnicity. Syrnbolic ethnicity, in this case, is not a

residual or tertiary phenomena as others have suggested (see

Gans, LgTg), but a case which illustrates the prinracy of

slmbolic ethnicity.
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TÂBLE T

fmmigration of Estonians to Canada (L922-L965)

L922
L923
]-924
L925
L926
t927
1,928
L929
1930
1931
t932
L933
L934
L935
1936

L2
33
65
27
77

L1_0
LO7

98
83
I
0
1
2
3
5

L937
L938
1939
1-940
L94L
L942
L943
L944
L945
L946
1l-947
1948
L949
1950
195L

2
9
6
1
1
l-
2
1
7
I

282
Lr903
2,945
1-,949
4,573

L952 934
1953 45L
L954 290
1955 L85
L956 t62
L957 221,
l_958 L22
1959 88
1960 r_34
L96I 52
L962 5L
L963 63
L964 44
1965 59

Source: The Royal Com¡nission of Bitingualisn and
Biculturalisnr, Volume 4 (Book 4), The Cultural
Contríbutions of the Other Ethnic Groups, Table A-
1. rtEthnic origin of Inmigrants-Canada, L90O-1965,
pp. 238-245, Queens Printer for Canada, Ottawa,
October 23, 1969.



TABLE TÏ

Population of Estonians in Canada
( Census Years: 1961- , L97L, l-98L , 1986 )

17A

TotaI

l_8 r 550
18,8L0

20,53O

Census Year

1,96L
L97L
1_981_

1986

Single Ethnic
Response

:
L5,915
13,200

Multiple Ethnic
Response

7 ,33O

Note: For Census years L96l- and L97I, multiple ethnic
responses are reduced to single responses. The L981 data
utilizes only single response data and is therefore not
comparable to the L96L and l-971- materials.

Sources: l-961 Census of Canada, Cataloguez92-545, (VoI.l-Part
2), Series L.2, Bu1letin L.2-5, Table 35-1, ttpop.
by ethnic group and sex, for provinces and
territories, 196Ltt, in Population: Ethnic Grouos
( 30-11-1e62).

L97I Census of Canada, Cataloguez92-723, (Vol.L-Part
3), Bulletin L.3¿2, Table 2-L, rrPopulation by Ethnic
Group and Sex, For Canada and Provinces, Ig7L,tt in
Population: Ethnic Groups, October, t973.

1-981- Census of Canada, Cataloguez9?-9LL, Table 1-3,
ItPopulation by Ethnic Origin and Sex, for Canada and
Provinces, 1981rtt in Population: Ethnic Oricrin, Feb.
L984.

1986 Census of Canada, Catalogue:93-L54, Table 2-
193, rrCharacteristics of Selected Ethnic Groups,
Showing Sing1e and Multiple origin by Sex, for
Canada, in Dimension: Profile of Ethnic Groups,

. February 1989.
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TABLE ÏTI

Distribution of Estonians in Canada by Census Year
Provincial and Territorial Breakdown

Censrc

Year Ont. B.C. Que. Alta. IlB tl.S. Sask. tlfld. l{.8. Yukon P.E.I. lf.I{.T.

1961 13,106 1,986 1,546 1,11.5 250 L57

L97L 13,730 2t265 1,410 845 185 140

1981 11,800 2,065 745 790 180 L25

1986 L4,225 3,160 1,040 1,485 150 240

Note: See comments for Table IL

Sources: L961 Census of Canada, Cataloguez92-545, (VoI.l-Part
21, Series !.2, Bulletin L.2-5, Table 35-1,
rrPopulation by Ethnic Group and Sex, for Provinces
and Territories, 1961rr, in Population: Ethnic Groups
(30-11-1e62).

L971- Census of Canada, Cataloguet92-723, (Vol.l-Part
3), Bulletin L.3-2, Table 2-I, rrPopulation by Ethnic
Group and Sex,. for Canada and Provinces, Lg7ltt, in
Population: Ethnic Groups, Oct. L973.

lgSL Census of Canada, Cataloguezg2-9LL, Tab1e 1-3,
ttPopulation by nthnic origín and Sex, for Canada and
Provinces, 1981, in Population: Ethnic Origin, Feb.
1984.

15

10

10

t0

15

35

106

50

65

t30

108

15

10

15

150

100

75

80

1986 Census of Canada, Catalogue:93-L54,
Lg3, rrCharacteristics of Selected Ethnic
ShowÍng Sing1e and Multiple Origins by
Canada, 1986, iD
Grouþs, February 1989.

Table 2-
Groups,

Sex, for
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TABLE IV

Selected Distribution of Estonians
1n

Census lrfetropolitan Areas (1986)

Census Metropolitan Areas TotaI

Toronto
Vancouver
üontreal
Hanilton
Calgary
Ottawa
St. Catherines
Edmonton
Thunder Bay
Victoria
Kitchener

9,595
2,]-35

890
760
500
475
435
380
305
250
2LO

Source: 1985 Cènsus of Canada, Catalogue 93:L56, Tables: 9-
L , 9-2 , 9-4 , 9-5 , 9-7 , 9-9 , 9-15 , 9-L6 , 9-17 , 9-L9 ,
9-2O, I'Population by Selected Ethnic Origins,
Showing Single and Multiple origins by Sex, for
Census Metropolitan Areas, L986 Censusrr in
Dimensíons: Census Metropolitan Areas, Dfarch 1-989.



Year

Population

tfinnipeg
Society

TABLE V

of Estonians in

Estonian
Figures

l_81

Winnipeg

Census Metropolitan
Àrea Figures

]-929

1930

1931

L932

1933

t934
l_935

1936

L937

1938

1939

L940
L94L
L942
L943

t944
L945
L946
L947

1948

t949
1950

1_951

L952

1953

L954

1955

1956

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

47

80

LO2

L1l_

138

160

L52

150

148



Year

Population

Winnipeg
Society

TABLE V continued

of Estonians in

Estonian
Figures

L82

!,linnipeg

Census Metropolitan
Area Figures

t957
1_958

L959

1960

L96L
L962
1963

].964

1-965

1966

1967

1968

L969

l.970

L97L

L972
L973

L97 4

L975

L976
L977

L978
L979

1980

1981

L982

1983

1984

1985

r27

96

82

78

75

75

73

76

74

75



Year

TÀBLE V continued

Population of Estonians in

Winnipeg Estonian
Society Figures

183

Winnipeg

Census lletropolitan
Area Figures

1986

L987

1988

1989

1990

75

73

73

75



TÀBLE VT

Post-Secondary QuaIif ications
and

Occupational Characteristics
Estonians in Canada

Total population 15 years and over
Less than Grade 9
Grades 9-13 without secondary certificate
Grades 9-13 with secondary certificate
Trades certificate or diplona
other non-universíty education without certificate
Other non-university education with certificate
University without degree
University with degree

L84

L6,845
L,850
3r105
L,92O

395
L rL25
2 r47O
2,59O
3 ,385

All OccupatÍons
Professional and related occupations
Clerical and related occuPatíons
Managerial, Administrative and related occupations
Sales Occupations
Service Occupations
Product fabricating, asse¡nbling and

repairing occupations
Construction trades occuPations
Processing occupations
Prirnary occupations
Other occupations

9,925
2 1785
L,775
L r365

950
7L5

55s
450
370
340
615

Adapted from: 1986 Census of Canada, Catalogiuezg3-L54, Tables
2-195 and 2-t97, rrCharacteristics of Selected
Ethnic croups, showing Singte and ltultiple
origins by Sex, for Canada, L986 Censusrrr in
Dinrensions: Profile of Ethnic Groups, February
1989.
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TÀBLE VII-À

ffinnipeg Estoni-ans: occupational Characteristics
(lst generation)

Former Occupation Present (or most recent) Occupation
f Fls,toni a \ f lifinnioecrì

R.C.M.P.
Health Inspector
Hospital l{orker
Upholsterer

Laqryer Leatherworker
t'Íiritarv officer 

:::::::"Ï:ï:". owner
Newpaper Editor 

:::::::::
Physiotherapist
Forestry Personel
Àutobody lilorker

Po1ice Officer Millworker
Farmer Processing

O.R. Nurse
Electrical Engineer
Bus Driver
Independent Photographer
Farmer
t{anitoba Hydro Foreman

Draftsman
Bus Driver
Manitoba Hydro Foreman

rqiritalv officer 
Physiotherapist
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ÎÀBLE VII-B

Winnipeg Estonians: occupational and Educational Characteristics
(2nd generation)

Present Occupation

Acbor/rflriter

High School Teacher

Landscape Àrchitect
Engineer

City of Winnipeg Enployee

High School Techer

l{anagement/SaIes

Bus Driver

Dentist

R.C.M. P.

Zoologist

Post-office I{orker

Level of Education Conpleted

University graduate

University graduate

University graduate

University graduate

Secondary certificate
University graduate

University graduate

Secondary certificate
Secondary student

Secondary student

University graduate

University graduate

Secondary certificate
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